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IN THIS CHAPTER

 » Working with things great and small

 » Understanding symmetry, peaks, and 
plateaus

 » Experiencing special moments

 » Finding frequencies

 » Getting descriptive

Summarizing It All

The measures of central tendency and variability that I discuss in earlier 
chapters aren’t the only ways of summarizing a set of scores. These mea-
sures are a subset of descriptive statistics. Some descriptive statistics — like 

maximum, minimum, and range — are easy to understand. Some — like skew-
ness and kurtosis — are not.

This chapter covers descriptive statistics and shows you how to calculate them in R.

How Many?
Perhaps the fundamental descriptive statistic is the number of scores in a set of 
data. In earlier chapters, I work with length(), the R function that calculates this 
number. As in earlier chapters, I work with the Cars93 data frame, which is in the 
MASS package. (If it isn’t selected, click the check box next to MASS on the Pack-
ages tab.)

Cars93 holds data on 27 variables for 93 cars available in 1993. What happens 
when you apply length() to the data frame?

> length(Cars93)
[1] 27

Chapter 7
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So length() returns the number of variables in the data frame. The function 
ncol() does the same thing:

> ncol(Cars93)
[1] 27

I already know the number of cases (rows) in the data frame, but if I had to find 
that number, nrow() would get it done:

> nrow(Cars93)
[1] 93

If you want to know how many cases in the data frame meet a particular 
 condition — like how many cars originated in the USA — you have to take into 
account the way R treats conditions: R attaches the label “TRUE” to cases that 
meet a condition, and “FALSE” to cases that don’t. Also, R assigns the value 1 to 
“TRUE” and 0 to “FALSE.”

To count the number of USA-originated cars, then, you state the condition and 
then add up all the 1s:

> sum(Cars93$Origin == "USA")
[1] 48

To count the number of non-USA cars in the data frame, you can change the con-
dition to “non-USA”, of course, or you can use != — the “not equal to” operator:

> sum(Cars93$Origin != "USA")
[1] 45

More complex conditions are possible. For the number of 4-cylinder USA cars:

> sum(Cars93$Origin == "USA" & Cars93$Cylinders == 4)
[1] 22

Or, if you prefer no $-signs:

> with(Cars93, sum(Origin == "USA" & Cylinders == 4))
[1] 22

To calculate the number of elements in a vector, length(), as you may have  
read earlier, is the function to use. Here is a vector of horsepowers for 4-cylinder 
USA cars:
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> Horsepower.USA.Four <- Cars93$Horsepower[Origin ==  
"USA" & Cylinders == 4]

and here’s the number of horsepower values in that vector:

> length(Horsepower.USA.Four)
[1] 22

The High and the Low
Two descriptive statistics that need no introduction are the maximum and mini-
mum value in a set of scores:

> max(Horsepower.USA.Four)
[1] 155
> min(Horsepower.USA.Four)
[1] 63

If you happen to need both values at the same time:

> range(Horsepower.USA.Four)
[1]  63 155

Living in the Moments
In statistics, moments are quantities that are related to the shape of a set of num-
bers. By “shape of a set of numbers,” I mean “what a histogram based on the 
numbers looks like” — how spread out it is, how symmetric it is, and more.

A raw moment of order k is the average of all numbers in the set, with each number 
raised to the kth power before you average it. So the first raw moment is the arith-
metic mean. The second raw moment is the average of the squared scores. The 
third raw moment is the average of the cubed scores, and so on.

A central moment is based on the average of deviations of numbers from their mean. 
(Beginning to sound vaguely familiar?) If you square the deviations before you 
average them, you have the second central moment. If you cube the deviations 
before you average them, that’s the third central moment. Raise each one to the 
fourth power before you average them, and you have the fourth central moment.  
I could go on and on, but you get the idea.
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Two quick questions: 1. For any set of numbers, what’s the first central moment? 
2. By what other name do you know the second central moment?

Two quick answers: 1. Zero. 2. Population variance. Reread Chapter 5 if you don’t 
believe me.

A teachable moment
Before I proceed, I think it’s a good idea to translate into R everything I’ve said so 
far in this chapter. That way, when you get to the next R package to install (which 
calculates moments), you’ll know what’s going on behind the scenes.

Here’s a function for calculating a central moment of a vector:

cen.mom <-function(x,y){mean((x - mean(x))^y)}

The first argument, x, is the vector. The second argument, y, is the order (second, 
third, fourth . . .).

Here’s a vector to try it out on:

Horsepower.USA <- Cars93$Horsepower[Origin == "USA"]

And here are the second, third, and fourth central moments:

> cen.mom(Horsepower.USA,2)
[1] 2903.541
> cen.mom(Horsepower.USA,3)
[1] 177269.5
> cen.mom(Horsepower.USA,4)
[1] 37127741

Back to descriptives
What does all this about moments have to do with descriptive statistics? As I 
said . . . well . . . a moment ago, think of a histogram based on a set of numbers. 
The first raw moment (the mean) locates the center of the histogram. The second 
central moment indicates the spread of the histogram. The third central moment 
is involved in the symmetry of the histogram, which is called skewness. The fourth 
central moment figures into how fat or thin the tails (extreme ends) of the histo-
gram are. This is called kurtosis. Getting into moments of higher order than that is 
way beyond the scope of this book.
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But let’s get into symmetry and “tailedness.”

Skewness
Figure 7-1 shows three histograms. The first is symmetric; the other two are not. 
The symmetry and the asymmetry are reflected in the skewness statistic.

For the symmetric histogram, the skewness is 0. For the second histogram — the 
one that tails off to the right — the value of the skewness statistic is positive. It’s 
also said to be “skewed to the right.” For the third histogram (which tails off to 
the left), the value of the skewness statistic is negative. It’s also said to be “skewed 
to the left.”

Now for a formula. I’ll let Mk represent the kth central moment. To calculate skew-
ness, it’s

skewness
X X

N s

3

31

FIGURE 7-1: 
Three histograms, 

showing three 
kinds of 

skewness.
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In English, the skewness of a set of numbers is the third central moment divided 
by the second central moment raised to the three-halves power. With the R func-
tion I defined earlier, it’s easier done than said:

> cen.mom(Horsepower.USA,3)/cen.mom(Horsepower.USA,2)^1.5
[1] 1.133031

With the moments package, it’s easier still. On the Packages tab, click Install and 
type moments into the Install Packages dialog box, and click Install. Then on the 
Packages tab, click the check box next to moments.

Here’s its skewness() function in action:

> skewness(Horsepower.USA)
[1] 1.133031

So the skew is positive. How does that compare with the horsepower for non-USA 
cars?

> Horsepower.NonUSA <- Cars93$Horsepower[Origin == "non-USA"]
> skewness(Horsepower.NonUSA)
[1] 0.642995

The skew is more positive for USA cars than for non-USA cars. What do the two 
histograms look like?

I produced them side-by-side in Figure 4-1, over in Chapter 4. For convenience, I 
show them here as Figure 7-2.

The code that produces them is

ggplot(Cars93, aes(x=Horsepower)) +
  geom_histogram(color="black", fill="white",binwidth = 10)+
  facet_wrap(~Origin)

Consistent with the skewness values, the histograms show that in the USA cars, 
the scores are more bunched up on the left than they are in the non-USA cars.

It’s sometimes easier to see trends in a density plot rather than in a histogram. A 
density plot shows the proportions of scores between a given lower boundary and 
a given upper boundary (like the proportion of cars with horsepower between 100 
and 140). I discuss density in more detail in Chapter 8.
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Changing one line of code produces the density plots:

ggplot(Cars93, aes(x=Horsepower)) +
  geom_density() +
  facet_wrap(~Origin)

Figure 7-3 shows the two density plots.

FIGURE 7-2: 
Horsepower 

histograms for 
USA cars and 

non-USA cars.

FIGURE 7-3: 
Horsepower 

density plots for 
USA cars and 

non-USA cars.
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With the density plots, it seems to be easier (for me, anyway) to see the more 
leftward tilt (and hence, more positive skew) in the plot on the left.

Kurtosis
Figure 7-4 shows two histograms. The first has fatter tails than the second. The 
first is said to be leptokurtic. The second is platykurtic. The kurtosis for the first 
histogram is greater than for the second.

The formula for kurtosis is

kurtosis
X X

N s

2

41
3

where M4 is the fourth central moment and M2 is the second central moment. So 
kurtosis is the fourth central moment divided by the square of the second central 
moment.

Many statisticians subtract 3 from the result of the kurtosis formula. They refer to 
that value as excess kurtosis. By “excess,” they mean kurtosis that’s greater (or pos-
sibly less) than the kurtosis of something called the standard normal distribution, which 
I discuss in Chapter 8. Because of the subtraction, excess kurtosis can be negative. 
Why does 3 represent the kurtosis of the standard normal distribution? Don’t ask.

Using the function I defined earlier, the kurtosis of horsepower for USA cars is

> cen.mom(Horsepower.USA,4)/cen.mom(Horsepower.USA,2)^2
[1] 4.403952

FIGURE 7-4: 
Two histograms, 

showing two 
kinds of kurtosis.
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Of course, the kurtosis() function in the moments package makes this a snap:

> kurtosis(Horsepower.USA)
[1] 4.403952

The fatter tail in the left-side density plot in Figure 7-3 suggests that the USA cars 
have a higher kurtosis than the non-USA cars. Is this true?

> kurtosis(Horsepower.NonUSA)
[1] 3.097339

Yes, it is!

In addition to skewness() and kurtosis(), the moments package provides a func-
tion called moment() that does everything cen.mom() does and a bit more. I just 
thought it would be a good idea to show you a user-defined function that  illustrates 
what goes into calculating a central moment. (Was I being “momentous” . . . or 
did I just “seize the moment”? Okay. I’ll stop.)

Tuning in the Frequency
A good way to explore data is to find out the frequencies of occurrence for each 
category of a nominal variable, and for each interval of a numerical variable.

Nominal variables: table() et al
For nominal variables, like Type of Automobile in Cars93, the easiest way to get 
the frequencies is the table() function I use earlier:

> car.types <-table(Cars93$Type)
> car.types

Compact   Large Midsize   Small  Sporty     Van
     16      11      22      21      14       9

Another function, prop.table(), expresses these frequencies as proportions of 
the whole amount:

> prop.table(car.types)

   Compact      Large    Midsize      Small     Sporty        
Van
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0.17204301 0.11827957 0.23655914 0.22580645 0.15053763 
0.09677419

The values here appear out of whack because the page isn’t as wide as the Console 
window. If I round off the proportions to two decimal places, the output looks a lot 
better on the page:

> round(prop.table(car.types),2)

Compact   Large Midsize   Small  Sporty     Van
   0.17    0.12    0.24    0.23    0.15    0.10

Another function, margin.table(), adds up the frequencies:

> margin.table(car.types)
[1] 93

Numerical variables: hist()
Tabulating frequencies for intervals of numerical data is part and parcel of creat-
ing histograms. (See Chapter 3.) To create a table of frequencies, use the graphic 
function hist(), which produces a list of components when the plot argument is 
FALSE:

> prices <- hist(Cars93$Price, plot=F, breaks=5)
> prices
$breaks
[1]  0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

$counts
[1] 12 50 19  9  2  0  1

$density
[1] 0.012903226 0.053763441 0.020430108 0.009677419 0.002150538 

0.000000000
[7] 0.001075269

$mids
[1]  5 15 25 35 45 55 65

$xname
[1] "Cars93$Price"

$equidist
[1] TRUE
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(In Cars93, remember, each price is in thousands of dollars.)

Although I specified five breaks, hist() uses a number of breaks that makes 
everything look “prettier.” From here, I can use mids (the interval-midpoints) 
and counts to make a matrix of the frequencies, and then a data frame:

> prices.matrix <- matrix(c(prices$mids,prices$counts), ncol = 2)
> prices.frame <- data.frame(prices.matrix)
> colnames(prices.frame) <- c("Price Midpoint (X 

$1,000)","Frequency")
> prices.frame
  Price Midpoint (X $1,000) Frequency
1                         5        12
2                        15        50
3                        25        19
4                        35         9
5                        45         2
6                        55         0
7                        65         1

Cumulative frequency
Another way of looking at frequencies is to examine cumulative frequencies: Each 
interval’s cumulative frequency is the sum of its own frequency and all frequen-
cies in the preceding intervals.

The cumsum() function does the arithmetic on the vector of frequencies:

> prices$counts
[1] 12 50 19  9  2  0  1
> cumsum(prices$counts)
[1] 12 62 81 90 92 92 93

To plot a cumulative frequency histogram, I substitute the cumulative frequencies 
vector for the original one:

> prices$counts <- cumsum(prices$counts)

and then apply plot():

> plot(prices, main = "Cumulative Histogram", xlab = "Price", 
ylab = "Cumulative Frequency")

The result is Figure 7-5.
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Step by step: The empirical cumulative  
distribution function
The empirical cumulative distribution function (ecdf) is closely related to cumulative 
frequency. Rather than show the frequency in an interval, however, the ecdf shows 
the proportion of scores that are less than or equal to each score. If this sounds 
familiar, it’s probably because you read about percentiles in Chapter 6.

In base R, it’s easy to plot the ecdf:

> plot(ecdf(Cars93$Price), xlab = "Price", ylab = "Fn(Price)")

This produces Figure 7-6.

The uppercase F on the y-axis is a notational convention for a cumulative distri-
bution. The Fn means, in effect, “cumulative function” as opposed to f or fn, 
which just means “function.” (The y-axis label could also be Percentile(Price).)

Look closely at the plot. When consecutive points are far apart (like the two on the 
top right), you can see a horizontal line extending rightward out of a point. (A line 
extends out of every point, but the lines aren’t visible when the points are bunched 
up.) Think of this line as a “step” and then the next dot is a step higher than the 
previous one. How much higher? That would be 1/N, where N is the number of 
scores in the sample. For Cars93, that would be 1/93, which rounds off to .011. 
(Now reconsider the title of this subsection. See what I did there?)

FIGURE 7-5: 
Cumulative 

frequency 
histogram of the 

price data in 
Cars93.
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Why is this called an “empirical” cumulative distribution function? Something 
that’s empirical is based on observations, like sample data. Is it possible to have a 
non-empirical cumulative distribution function (cdf)? Yes — and that’s the cdf of 
the population that the sample comes from. (See Chapter 1.) One important use of 
the ecdf is as a tool for estimating the population cdf.

So the plotted ecdf is an estimate of the cdf for the population, and the estimate is 
based on the sample data. To create an estimate, you assign a probability to each 
point and then add up the probabilities, point by point, from the minimum value 
to the maximum value. This produces the cumulative probability for each point. 
The probability assigned to a sample value is the estimate of the proportion of 
times that value occurs in the population. What is the estimate? That’s the afore-
mentioned 1/N for each point — .011, for this sample. For any given value, that 
might not be the exact proportion in the population. It’s just the best estimate 
from the sample.

I prefer to use ggplot() to visualize the ecdf. Because I base the plot on a vector 
(Cars93$Price), the data source is NULL:

ggplot(NULL, aes(x=Cars93$Price))

In keeping with the step-by-step nature of this function, the plot consists of 
steps, and the geom function is geom_step. The statistic that locates each step on 
the plot is the ecdf, so that’s

geom_step(stat="ecdf")

FIGURE 7-6: 
Empirical 

cumulative 
distribution 

function for the 
price data in 

Cars93.
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and I’ll label the axes:

labs(x= "Price X $1,000",y = "Fn(Price)")

Putting those three lines of code together

ggplot(NULL, aes(x=Cars93$Price)) +
  geom_step(stat="ecdf") +
  labs(x= "Price X $1,000",y = "Fn(Price)")

gives you Figure 7-7.

To put a little pizzazz in the graph, I add a dashed vertical line at each quartile. 
Before I add the geom function for a vertical line, I put the quartile information in 
a vector:

price.q <-quantile(Cars93$Price)

And now

geom_vline(aes(xintercept=price.q),linetype = "dashed")

adds the vertical lines. The aesthetic mapping sets the x-intercept of each line at 
a quartile value.

FIGURE 7-7: 
The ecdf for the 

price data in 
Cars93, plotted 
with ggplot().
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So these lines of code

ggplot(NULL, aes(x=Cars93$Price)) +
  geom_step(stat="ecdf") +
  labs(x= "Price X $1,000",y = "Fn(Price)") +
  geom_vline(aes(xintercept=price.q),linetype = "dashed")

result in Figure 7-8.

A nice finishing touch is to put the quartile-values on the x-axis. The function 
scale_x_continuous() gets that done. It uses one argument called breaks (which 
sets the location of values to put on the axis) and another called labels (which 
puts the values on those locations). Here’s where that price.q vector comes in 
handy:

scale_x_continuous(breaks = price.q,labels = price.q)

And here’s the R code that creates Figure 7-9:

ggplot(NULL, aes(x=Cars93$Price)) +
  geom_step(stat="ecdf") +
  labs(x= "Price X $1,000",y = "Fn(Price)") +
  geom_vline(aes(xintercept=price.q),linetype = "dashed")+
  scale_x_continuous(breaks = price.q,labels = price.q)

FIGURE 7-8: 
The ecdf for price 

data, with a 
dashed vertical 

line at each 
quartile.
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Numerical variables: stem()
Box plot creator John Tukey popularized the stem-and-leaf plot as a way to quickly 
visualize a distribution of numbers. It’s not a “plot” in the usual sense of a graph 
in the Plot window. Instead, it’s an arrangement of numbers in the Console win-
dow. With each score rounded off to the nearest whole number, each “leaf” is a 
score’s rightmost digit. Each “stem” consists of all the other digits.

An example will help. Here are the prices of the cars in Cars93, arranged in 
ascending order and rounded off to the nearest whole number (remember that 
each price is in thousands of dollars):

> rounded <- (round(sort(Cars93$Price),0))

I use cat() to display the rounded values on this page. (Otherwise, it would look 
like a mess.) The value of its fill argument limits the number of characters 
(including spaces) on each line:

> cat(rounded, fill = 50)
7 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 10 10 11 11 11 11 11
11 12 12 12 12 12 13 13 14 14 14 14 14 15 15 16
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 17 18 18 18 18 18 18
19 19 19 19 19 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 21 21 21 22
23 23 23 24 24 26 26 26 27 28 29 29 30 30 32 32
34 34 35 35 36 38 38 40 48 62

FIGURE 7-9: 
The ecdf for price 

data, with 
quartile values on 

the x-axis.
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The stem() function produces a stem-and-leaf plot of these values:

> stem(Cars93$Price)

  The decimal point is 1 digit(s) to the right of the |

  0 | 788889999
  1 | 00000111111222233344444556666666667788888999999
  2 | 00000001112333446667899
  3 | 00234455688
  4 | 08
  5 |
  6 | 2

In each row, the number to the left of the vertical line is the stem. The remaining 
numbers are the leaves for that row. The message about the decimal point means 
“multiply each stem by 10.” Then add each leaf to that stem. So the bottom row 
tells you that one rounded score in the data is 62. The next row up reveals that no 
rounded score is between 50 and 59. The row above that one indicates that one 
score is 40 and another is 48. I’ll leave it to you to figure out (and verify) the rest.

As I reviewed the leaves, I noticed that the stem plot shows one score of 32 and 
another of 33. By contrast, the rounded scores show two 32s and no 33s. Appar-
ently, stem() rounds differently than round() does.

Summarizing a Data Frame
If you’re looking for descriptive statistics for the variables in a data frame, the 
summary() function will find them for you. I illustrate with a subset of the Cars93 
data frame:

> autos <- subset(Cars93, select = c(MPG.city,Type, Cylinders, 
Price, Horsepower))

> summary(autos)
    MPG.city          Type     Cylinders      Price
 Min.   :15.00   Compact:16   3     : 3   Min.   : 7.40
 1st Qu.:18.00   Large  :11   4     :49   1st Qu.:12.20
 Median :21.00   Midsize:22   5     : 2   Median :17.70
 Mean   :22.37   Small  :21   6     :31   Mean   :19.51
 3rd Qu.:25.00   Sporty :14   8     : 7   3rd Qu.:23.30
 Max.   :46.00   Van    : 9   rotary: 1   Max.   :61.90
   Horsepower
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 Min.   : 55.0
 1st Qu.:103.0
 Median :140.0
 Mean   :143.8
 3rd Qu.:170.0
 Max.   :300.0

Notice the maxima, minima, and quartiles for the numerical variables and the 
frequency tables for Type and for Cylinders.

Two functions from the Hmisc package also summarize data frames. To use these 
functions, you need Hmisc in your library. (On the Packages tab, click Install and 
type Hmisc into the Packages box in the Install dialog box. Then click Install.)

One function, describe.data.frame(), provides output that’s a bit more exten-
sive than what you get from summary():

> describe.data.frame(autos)
autos

 5  Variables      93  Observations
-------------------------------------------------------------

MPG.city
      n missing  unique    Info    Mean     .05     .10
     93       0      21    0.99   22.37    16.6    17.0
    .25     .50     .75     .90     .95
   18.0    21.0    25.0    29.0    31.4

lowest : 15 16 17 18 19, highest: 32 33 39 42 46
-------------------------------------------------------------

Type
      n missing  unique
     93       0       6

          Compact Large Midsize Small Sporty Van
Frequency      16    11      22    21     14   9
%              17    12      24    23     15  10
-------------------------------------------------------------
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Cylinders
      n missing  unique
     93       0       6
          3  4 5  6 8 rotary
Frequency 3 49 2 31 7      1
%         3 53 2 33 8      1
-------------------------------------------------------------

Price
      n missing  unique    Info    Mean     .05     .10
     93       0      81       1   19.51    8.52    9.84
    .25     .50     .75     .90     .95
  12.20   17.70   23.30   33.62   36.74

lowest :  7.4  8.0  8.3  8.4  8.6
highest: 37.7 38.0 40.1 47.9 61.9
-------------------------------------------------------------

Horsepower
      n missing  unique    Info    Mean     .05     .10
     93       0      57       1   143.8    78.2    86.0
    .25     .50     .75     .90     .95
  103.0   140.0   170.0   206.8   237.0

lowest :  55  63  70  73  74, highest: 225 255 278 295 300
-------------------------------------------------------------

A value labeled Info appears in the summaries of the numerical variables. That 
value is related to the number of tied scores — the greater the number of ties, the 
lower the value of Info. (The calculation of the value is fairly complicated.)

Another Hmisc function, datadensity(), gives graphic summaries, as in 
Figure 7-10:

> datadensity(autos)

If you plan to use the datadensity() function, arrange for the first data frame 
variable to be numerical. If the first variable is categorical (and thus appears at the 
top of the chart), longer bars in its plot are cut off at the top.
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FIGURE 7-10: 
Chart created by 
datadensity 

(autos).
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IN THIS CHAPTER

 » Meeting the normal distribution 
family

 » Working with standard deviations 
and the normal distribution

 » Understanding R’s normal 
distribution functions

What’s Normal?

One of the main jobs of a statistician is to estimate characteristics of a 
population. The job becomes easier if the statistician can make some 
assumptions about the populations he or she studies.

Here’s an assumption that works over and over again: A specific attribute, ability, 
or trait is distributed throughout a population so that (1) most people have an 
average or near-average amount of the attribute, and (2) progressively fewer peo-
ple have increasingly extreme amounts of the attribute. In this chapter, I discuss 
this assumption and its implications for statistics. I also discuss R functions 
related to this assumption.

Hitting the Curve
Attributes in the physical world, like length or weight, are all about objects you 
can see and touch. It’s not that easy in the world of social scientists, statisticians, 
market researchers, and businesspeople. They have to be creative when they mea-
sure traits that they can’t put their hands around — like “intelligence,” “musical 
ability,” or “willingness to buy a new product.”

The assumption I mention in this chapter’s introduction — that most people are 
around the average and progressively fewer people are toward the extremes —  
seems to work out well for those intangible traits. Because this happens often, it’s 
become an assumption about how most traits are distributed.

Chapter 8
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It’s possible to capture this assumption in a graphical way. Figure 8-1 shows the 
well-known bell curve that describes the distribution of a wide variety of attri-
butes. The horizontal axis represents measurements of the ability under consid-
eration. A vertical line drawn down the center of the curve would correspond to 
the average of the measurements.

Assume that it’s possible to measure a trait like intelligence and assume that this 
curve represents the distribution of intelligence in the population: The bell curve 
shows that most people have about average intelligence, only a few have little 
intelligence, and only a few are geniuses. That seems to fit nicely with what we 
know about people, doesn’t it?

Digging deeper
On the horizontal axis of Figure 8-1 you see x, and on the vertical axis, f(x). What 
do these symbols mean? The horizontal axis, as I mention, represents measure-
ments, so think of each measurement as an x.

The explanation of f(x) is a little more involved. A mathematical relationship 
between x and f(x) creates the bell curve and enables you to visualize it. The rela-
tionship is rather complex, and I won’t burden you with it right now. (I discuss it 
in a little while.) Just understand that f(x) represents the height of the curve for a 
specified value of x. This means that you supply a value for x (and for a couple of 
other things), and then that complex relationship returns a value of f(x).

FIGURE 8-1: 
The bell curve.
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Let me get into specifics. The formal name for “bell curve” is normal distribution. 
The term f(x) is called probability density, so a normal distribution is an example of 
a probability density function. Rather than give you a technical definition of proba-
bility density, I ask you to think of probability density as something that allows 
you to think about area under the curve as probability. Probability of .  .  . what? 
That’s coming up in the next subsection.

Parameters of a normal distribution
You often hear people talk about “the normal distribution.” That’s a misnomer. It’s 
really a family of distributions. The members of the family differ from one another 
in terms of two parameters — yes, parameters because I’m talking about popula-
tions. Those two parameters are the mean (μ) and the standard deviation (σ). The 
mean tells you where the center of the distribution is, and the standard deviation 
tells you how spread out the distribution is around the mean. The mean is in the 
middle of the distribution. Every member of the normal distribution family is 
 symmetric  — the left side of the distribution is a mirror image of the right. 
(Remember skewness, from Chapter 7? “Symmetric” means that the skewness of 
a normal distribution is zero.)

The characteristics of the normal distribution family are well known to statisti-
cians. More important, you can apply those characteristics to your work.

How? This brings me back to probability. You can find some useful probabilities 
if you

 » Can lay out a line that represents the scale of the attribute you’re measuring 
(the x-axis, in other words)

 » Can indicate on the line where the mean of the measurements is

 » Know the standard deviation

 » Can assume that the attribute is normally distributed throughout the 
population

I’ll work with IQ scores to show you what I mean. Scores on the IQ test follow a 
normal distribution. The mean of the distribution of these scores is 100, and  
the standard deviation is 15. Figure  8-2 shows the probability density for this 
distribution.

You might have read elsewhere that the standard deviation for IQ is 16 rather 
than 15. That’s the case for the Stanford-Binet version of the IQ test. For other 
versions, the standard deviation is 15.
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As Figure 8-2 shows, I’ve laid out a line for the IQ scale (the x-axis). Each point 
on the line represents an IQ score. With the mean (100) as the reference point, I’ve 
marked off every 15 points (the standard deviation). I’ve drawn a dashed line from 
the mean up to f(100) (the height of the distribution where x = 100) and drawn a 
dashed line from each standard deviation point.

The figure also shows the proportion of area bounded by the curve and the hori-
zontal axis, and by successive pairs of standard deviations. It also shows the pro-
portion beyond three standard deviations on either side (55 and 145). Note that the 
curve never touches the horizontal. It gets closer and closer, but it never touches. 
(Mathematicians say that the curve is asymptotic to the horizontal.)

So between the mean and one standard deviation — between 100 and 115 — are 
.3413 (or 34.13 percent) of the scores in the population. Another way to say this: 
The probability that an IQ score is between 100 and 115 is .3413. At the extremes, 
in the tails of the distribution, .0013 (.13 percent) of the scores are on each side 
(less than 55 or greater than 145).

The proportions in Figure 8-2 hold for every member of the normal distribution 
family, not just for IQ scores. For example, in the “Caching Some z’s” sidebar in 
Chapter 6, I mention SAT scores, which have a mean of 500 and a standard devia-
tion of 100. They’re normally distributed, too. That means 34.13 percent of SAT 

FIGURE 8-2: 
The normal 

distribution of IQ, 
divided into 

standard 
deviations.
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scores are between 500 and 600, 34.13 percent between 400 and 500, and . . . well, 
you can use Figure 8-2 as a guide for other proportions.

Working with Normal Distributions
The complex relationship I told you about between x and f(x) is

f x e

x

1
2

2

22

If you supply values for μ (the mean), σ (the standard deviation), and x (a score), 
the equation gives you back a value for f(x), the height of the normal distribution 
at x. π and e are important constants in mathematics: π is approximately 3.1416 
(the ratio of a circle’s circumference to its diameter); e is approximately 2.71828. 
It’s related to something called natural logarithms (described in Chapter 16) and 
to numerous other mathematical concepts.

Distributions in R
The normal distribution family is one of many distribution families baked 
into R. Dealing with these families is intuitive. Follow these guidelines:

 » Begin with the distribution family’s name in R (norm for the normal family, 
for example).

 » To the beginning of the family name, add d to work with the probability 
density function. For the probability density function for the normal family, 
then, it’s dnorm() — which is equivalent to the equation I just showed you.

 » For the cumulative density function (cdf ), add p (pnorm(), for example).

 » For quantiles, add q (qnorm(), which in mathematical terms is the inverse of 
the cdf ).

 » To generate random numbers from a distribution, add r. So rnorm() 
generates random numbers from a member of the normal distribution family.

Normal density function
When working with any normal distribution function, you have to let the function 
know which member of the normal distribution family you’re interested in. You 
do that by specifying the mean and the standard deviation.
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So, if you happen to need the height of the IQ distribution for IQ = 100, here’s how 
to find it:

> dnorm(100,m=100,s=15)
[1] 0.02659615

This does not mean that the probability of finding an IQ score of 100 is .027. Prob-
ability density is not the same as probability. With a probability density function, it 
only makes sense to talk about the probability of a score between two boundaries —  
like the probability of a score between 100 and 115.

Plotting a normal curve
dnorm() is useful as a tool for plotting a normal distribution. I use it along with 
ggplot() to draw a graph for IQ that looks a lot like Figure 8-2.

Before I set up a ggplot() statement, I create three helpful vectors. The first

x.values <- seq(40,160,1)

is the vector I’ll give to ggplot() as an aesthetic mapping for the x-axis. This 
statement creates a sequence of 121 numbers, beginning with 40 (4 standard devi-
ations below the mean) to 160 (4 standard deviations above the mean).

The second

sd.values <- seq(40,160,15)

is a vector of the nine standard deviation-values from 40 to 160. This figures into 
the creation of the vertical dashed lines at each standard deviation in Figure 8-2.

The third vector

zeros9 <- rep(0,9)

will also be part of creating the vertical dashed lines. It’s just a vector of nine 
zeros.

On to ggplot(). Because the data is a vector, the first argument is NULL. The aes-
thetic mapping for the x-axis is, as I mentioned earlier, the x.values vector. 
What about the mapping for the y-axis? Well, this is a plot of a normal density 
function for mean = 100 and sd =15, so you’d expect the y-axis mapping to be 
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dnorm(x.values, m=100, s=15), wouldn’t you? And you’d be right! Here’s the 
ggplot() statement:

ggplot(NULL,aes(x=x.values,y=dnorm(x.values,m=100,s=15)))

Add a line geom function for the plot and labels for the axes, and here’s what I 
have:

ggplot(NULL,aes(x=x.values,y=dnorm(x.values,m=100,s=15))) +
  geom_line() +
  labs(x="IQ",y="f(IQ)")

And that draws Figure 8-3.

As you can see, ggplot() has its own ideas about the values to plot on the x-axis. 
Instead of sticking with the defaults, I want to place the sd.values on the x-axis. 
To change those values, I use scale_x_continuous() to rescale the x-axis. One of 
its arguments, breaks, sets the points on the x-axis for the values, and the other, 
labels, supplies the values. For each one, I supply sd.values:

scale_x_continuous(breaks=sd.values,labels = sd.values)

FIGURE 8-3: 
Initial plot of the 

normal density 
function for IQ.
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Now the code is

ggplot(NULL,aes(x=x.values,y=dnorm(x.values,m=100,s=15))) +
  geom_line() +
  labs(x="IQ",y="f(IQ)")+
  scale_x_continuous(breaks=sd.values,labels = sd.values)

and the result is Figure 8-4.

In ggplot world, vertical lines that start at the x-axis and end at the curve are 
called segments. So the appropriate geom function to draw them is geom_ 
segment(). This function requires a starting point for each segment and an end 
point for each segment. I specify those points in an aesthetic mapping within the 
geom. The x-coordinates for the starting points for the nine segments are in sd.
values. The segments start at the x-axis, so the nine y-coordinates are all 
zeros — which happens to be the contents of the zeros9 vector. The segments end 
at the curve, so the x-coordinates for the end-points are once again, sd.values. 
The y-coordinates? Those would be dnorm(sd.values, m=100,s=15). Adding a 
statement about dashed lines, the rather busy geom_segment() statement is

geom_segment((aes(x=sd.values,y=zeros9,xend =  
sd.values,yend=dnorm(sd.values,m=100,s=15))),  
linetype = "dashed")

FIGURE 8-4: 
The normal 

density function 
for IQ with 

standard 
deviations on the 

x-axis.
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The code now becomes

ggplot(NULL,aes(x=x.values,y=dnorm(x.values,m=100,s=15))) +
  geom_line() +
  labs(x="IQ",y="f(IQ)")+
  scale_x_continuous(breaks=sd.values,labels = sd.values) +
  geom_segment((aes(x=sd.values,y=zeros9,xend =  

sd.values,yend=dnorm(sd.values,m=100,s=15))),  
linetype = "dashed")

which produces Figure 8-5.

One more little touch and I’m done showing you how it’s done. I’m not all that 
crazy about the space between the x-values and the x-axis. I’d like to remove that 
little slice of the graph and move the values up closer to where (at least I think) 
they should be.

To do that, I use scale_y_continuous(), whose expand argument controls the 
space between the x-values and the x-axis. It’s a two-element vector with defaults 
that set the amount of space you see in Figure 8-5. Without going too deeply into 
it, setting that vector to c(0,0) removes the spacing.

FIGURE 8-5: 
The IQ plot with 
vertical dashed 

line segments at 
the standard 

deviations.
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These lines of code draw the aesthetically pleasing Figure 8-6:

ggplot(NULL,aes(x=x.values,y=dnorm(x.values,m=100,s=15))) +
  geom_line() +
  labs(x="IQ",y="f(IQ)")+
  scale_x_continuous(breaks=sd.values,labels = sd.values) +
  geom_segment((aes(x=sd.values,y=zeros9,xend =  

sd.values,yend=dnorm(sd.values,m=100,s=15))),  
linetype = "dashed")+

  scale_y_continuous(expand = c(0,0))

Cumulative density function
The cumulative density function pnorm(x,m,s) returns the probability of a score 
less than x in a normal distribution with mean m and standard deviation s.

As you’d expect from Figure 8-2 (and the subsequent plots I created):

> pnorm(100,m=100,s=15)
[1] 0.5

How about the probability of less than 85?

FIGURE 8-6: 
The finished 

product: The IQ 
plot with no 

spacing between 
the x-values and 

the x-axis.
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> pnorm(85,m=100,s=15)
[1] 0.1586553

If you want to find the probability of a score greater than 85, pnorm() can handle 
that, too. It has an argument called lower.tail whose default value, TRUE, returns 
the probability of “less than.” For “greater than,” set the value to FALSE:

> pnorm(85,m=100,s=15, lower.tail = FALSE)
[1] 0.8413447

It’s often the case that you want the probability of a score between a lower bound 
and an upper bound — like the probability of an IQ score between 85 and 100. 
Multiple calls to pnorm() combined with a little arithmetic will get that done.

That’s not necessary, however. A function called pnormGC() in a terrific package 
called tigerstats does that and more. The letters GC stand for graphical calcula-
tor, but they could also stand for Georgetown College (in Georgetown, Kentucky), 
the school from which this package originates. (On the Packages tab, click Install, 
and then in the Install Packages dialog box, type tigerstats and click Install. When 
you see tigerstats on the Packages tab, select its check box.)

Now watch closely:

>pnormGC(c(85,100),region="between",m=100,s=15,graph=TRUE)
[1] 0.3413447

In addition to the answer, the graph=TRUE argument produces Figure 8-7.

Plotting the cdf
Given that I’ve already done the heavy lifting when I showed you how to plot the 
density function, the R code for the cumulative density function is a snap:

ggplot(NULL,aes(x=x.values,y=pnorm(x.values,m=100,s=15))) +
  geom_line() +
  labs(x="IQ",y="Fn(IQ)")+
  scale_x_continuous(breaks=sd.values,labels = sd.values) +
  geom_segment((aes(x=sd.values,y=zeros9,xend =  

sd.values,yend=pnorm(sd.values,mean=100,sd=15))), 
linetype = "dashed")+

  scale_y_continuous(expand=c(0,0))

Yes, all you do is change dnorm to pnorm and edit the y-axis label. Code reuse — 
it’s a beautiful thing. And so (I hope you agree) is Figure 8-8.
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The line segments shooting up from the x-axis clearly show that 100 is at the 50th 
percentile (.50 of the scores are below 100). Which brings me to quantiles of nor-
mal distributions, the topic of the next section.

FIGURE 8-7: 
Visualizing the 

probability of an 
IQ score between 
85 and 100 (in the 

tigerstats 
package)

FIGURE 8-8: 
Cumulative 

density function 
of the IQ 

distribution.
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Quantiles of normal distributions
The qnorm() function is the inverse of pnorm(). Give qnorm() an area, and it 
returns the score that cuts off that area (to the left) in the specified normal 
distribution:

> qnorm(0.1586553,m=100,s=15)
[1] 85

The area (to the left), of course, is a percentile (described in Chapter 6).

To find a score that cuts off an indicated area to the right:

> qnorm(0.1586553,m=100,s=15, lower.tail = FALSE)
[1] 115

Here’s how qnormGC() (in the tigerstats package) handles it:

> qnormGC(.1586553, region = "below",m=100,s=15, graph=TRUE)
[1] 85

This function also creates Figure 8-9.

FIGURE 8-9: 
Plot created by 

qnormGC().
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You’re typically not concerned with the 15.86553rd percentile. Usually, it’s quar-
tiles that attract your attention:

> qnorm(c(0,.25,.50,.75,1.00),m=100,s=15)
[1]      -Inf  89.88265 100.00000 110.11735       Inf

The 0th and 100th percentiles (— Infinity and Infinity) show that the cdf never 
completely touches the x-axis nor reaches an exact maximum. The middle quar-
tiles are of greatest interest, and best if rounded:

> round(qnorm(c(.25,.50,.75),m=100,s=15))
[1]  90 100 110

Plotting the cdf with quartiles
To replace the standard deviation values in Figure  8-8 with the three quartile 
values, you begin by creating two new vectors:

> q.values <-round(qnorm(c(.25,.50,.75),m=100,s=15))
> zeros3 <- c(0,0,0)

Now all you have to do is put those vectors in the appropriate places in scale_x_
continuous() and in geom_segment():

ggplot(NULL,aes(x=x.values,y=pnorm(x.values,m=100,s=15))) +
  geom_line() +
  labs(x="IQ",y="Fn(IQ)")+
  scale_x_continuous(breaks=q.values,labels = q.values) +
  geom_segment((aes(x=q.values,y=zeros3,xend =  

q.values,yend=pnorm(q.values,mean=100,sd=15))),  
linetype = "dashed")+

  scale_y_continuous(expand=c(0,0))

The code produces Figure 8-10.

Random sampling
The rnorm() function generates random numbers from a normal distribution.

Here are five random numbers from the IQ distribution:

> rnorm(5,m=100,s=15)
[1] 127.02944  75.18125  66.49264 113.98305 103.39766

Here’s what happens when you run that again:
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> rnorm(5,m=100,s=15)
[1] 73.73596 91.79841 82.33299 81.59029 73.40033

Yes, the numbers are all different. (In fact, when you run rnorm(), I can almost 
guarantee your numbers will be different from mine.) Each time you run the func-
tion it generates a new set of random numbers. The randomization process starts 
with a number called a seed. If you want to reproduce randomization results, use the 
set.seed() function to set the seed to a particular number before randomizing:

> set.seed(7637060)
> rnorm(5,m=100,s=15)
[1]  71.99120  98.67231  92.68848 103.42207  99.61904

If you set the seed to that same number the next time you randomize, you get the 
same results:

> set.seed(7637060)
> rnorm(5,m=100,s=15)
[1]  71.99120  98.67231  92.68848 103.42207  99.61904

If you don’t, you won’t.

Randomization is the foundation of simulation, which comes up in Chapters 9 
and 19. Bear in mind that R (or most any other software) doesn’t generate “true” 
random numbers. R generates “pseudo-random” numbers which are sufficiently 
unpredictable for most tasks that require randomization — like the simulations I 
discuss later.

FIGURE 8-10: 
The normal 
cumulative 

density function 
with quartile 

values.
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A Distinguished Member of the Family
To standardize a set of scores so that you can compare them to other sets of 
scores, you convert each one to a z-score. (I discuss z-scores in Chapter 6.) The 
formula for converting a score to a z-score (also known as a standard score) is

z x

The idea is to use the standard deviation as a unit of measure. For example, the 
Wechsler version of the IQ test (among others) has a mean of 100 and a standard 
deviation of 15. The Stanford-Binet version has a mean of 100 and a standard 
deviation of 16. How does a Wechsler score of, say, 110, stack up against a 
 Stanford-Binet score of 110?

One way to answer this question is to put the two versions on a level playing field 
by standardizing both scores. For the Wechsler:

z 110 100
15

667.

For the Stanford-Binet:

z 110 100
16

625.

So 110 on the Wechsler is a slightly higher score than 110 on the Stanford-Binet.

Now, if you standardize all the scores in a normal distribution (such as either ver-
sion of the IQ), you have a normal distribution of z-scores. Any set of z-scores 
(normally distributed or not) has a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1. If a 
normal distribution has those parameters, it’s a standard normal distribution — a 
normal distribution of standard scores. Its equation is

f z e
z

1
2

2

2

Figure  8-11 shows the standard normal distribution. It looks like Figure  8-2, 
except that I’ve substituted 0 for the mean and I’ve entered standard deviation 
units in the appropriate places.

This is the member of the normal distribution family that most people are familiar 
with. It’s the one they remember most from statistics courses, and it’s the one 
that most people have in mind when they (mistakenly) say the normal distribu-
tion. It’s also what people think of when they hear about “z-scores.” This distri-
bution leads many to the mistaken idea that converting to z-scores somehow 
transforms a set of scores into a normal distribution.
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The standard normal distribution in R
Working with the standard normal distribution in R couldn’t be easier. The only 
change you make to the four norm functions is to not specify a mean and a stan-
dard deviation — the defaults are 0 and 1.

Here are some examples:

> dnorm(0)
[1] 0.3989423
> pnorm(0)
[1] 0.5
> qnorm(c(.25,.50,.75))
[1] -0.6744898  0.0000000  0.6744898
> rnorm(5)
[1] -0.4280188 -0.9085506  0.6746574  1.0728058 -1.2646055

This also applies to the tigerstats functions:

> pnormGC(c(-1,0),region="between")
[1] 0.3413447
> qnormGC(.50, region = "below")
[1] 0

FIGURE 8-11: 
The standard 

normal 
 distribution, 

divided up by 
standard 

deviations.
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Plotting the standard normal distribution
To plot the standard normal distribution, you create a couple of new vectors

z.values <-seq(-4,4,.01)
z.sd.values <- seq(-4,4,1)

and make a few changes to the code you use earlier to plot the IQ distribution:

ggplot(NULL,aes(x=z.values,y=dnorm(z.values))) +
  geom_line() +
  labs(x="z",y="f(z)")+
  scale_x_continuous(breaks=z.sd.values,labels=z.sd.values) +
  geom_segment((aes(x=z.sd.values,y=zeros9,xend =  

z.sd.values,yend=dnorm(z.sd.values))),linetype =  
"dashed")+

  scale_y_continuous(expand=c(0,0))

In addition to putting the new vectors into scale_x_continuous() and geom_
segment(), the notable change is to drop the mean and standard deviation argu-
ments from dnorm(). The code creates Figure 8-12.

I leave it to you as an exercise to plot the cumulative density function for the stan-
dard normal distribution.

FIGURE 8-12: 
The standard 

normal distribu-
tion, divided by 

standard 
deviations and 

plotted in 
ggplot().
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Create sampling distributions

Figure out confidence limits

Work with t-tests

Work with analysis of variance

Visualize t, chi-square, and F distributions

Understand correlation and regression

Understand non-parametric statistics
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IN THIS CHAPTER

 » Introducing sampling distributions

 » Understanding standard error

 » Approximately simulating the 
sampling distribution of the mean

 » Attaching confidence limits to 
estimates

The Confidence Game: 
Estimation

“Population” and “sample” are pretty easy concepts to understand. A popu-
lation is a huge collection of individuals, and a sample is a group of indi-
viduals you draw from a population. Measure the sample-members on 

some trait or attribute, calculate statistics that summarize the sample, and you’re 
off and running.

In addition to those summary statistics, you can use the statistics to estimate the 
population parameters. This is a big deal: Just on the basis of a small percentage of 
individuals from the population, you can draw a picture of the entire population.

How definitive is that picture? In other words, how much confidence can you have 
in your estimates? To answer this question, you have to have a context for your 
estimates. How probable are they? How likely is the true value of a parameter to 
be within a particular lower bound and upper bound?

In this chapter, I introduce the context for estimates, show how that context plays 
into confidence in those estimates, and show you how to use R to calculate confi-
dence levels.

Chapter 9
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Understanding Sampling Distributions
So you have a population, and you pull a sample out of this population. You mea-
sure the sample-members on some attribute and calculate the sample mean. 
Return the sample-members to the population. Draw another sample, assess the 
new sample-members, and then calculate their mean. Repeat this process again 
and again, always with same number of individuals as in the original sample. 
If you could do this an infinite amount of times (with the same sample size every 
time), you’d have an infinite amount of means. Those sample means form a 
 distribution of their own. This distribution is called the sampling distribution of 
the mean.

For a sample mean, this is the “context” I mention at the beginning of this 
 chapter. Like any other number, a statistic makes no sense by itself. You have to 
know where it comes from in order to understand it. Of course, a statistic comes 
from a calculation performed on sample data. In another sense, a statistic is part 
of a sampling distribution.

In general, a sampling distribution is the distribution of all possible values of a statistic 
for a given sample size.

I’ve italicized the definition for a reason: It’s extremely important. After many 
years of teaching statistics, I can tell you that this concept usually sets the bound-
ary line between people who understand statistics and people who don’t.

So . . . if you understand what a sampling distribution is, you’ll understand what 
the field of statistics is all about. If you don’t, you won’t. It’s almost that simple.

If you don’t know what a sampling distribution is, statistics will be a cookbook 
type of subject for you: Whenever you have to apply statistics, you’ll find yourself 
plugging numbers into formulas and hoping for the best. On the other hand, if 
you’re comfortable with the idea of a sampling distribution, you’ll grasp the big 
picture of inferential statistics.

To help clarify the idea of a sampling distribution, take a look at Figure 9-1. It 
summarizes the steps in creating a sampling distribution of the mean.

A sampling distribution — like any other group of scores — has a mean and a 
standard deviation. The symbol for the mean of the sampling distribution of the 
mean (yes, I know that’s a mouthful) is x .

The standard deviation of a sampling distribution is a pretty hot item. It has a 
special name: standard error. For the sampling distribution of the mean, the stan-
dard deviation is called the standard error of the mean. Its symbol is x N

.
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An EXTREMELY Important Idea: 
The Central Limit Theorem

The situation I asked you to imagine never happens in the real world. You never 
take an infinite amount of samples and calculate their means, and you never actu-
ally create a sampling distribution of the mean. Typically, you draw one sample 
and calculate its statistics.

So if you have only one sample, how can you ever know anything about a sampling 
distribution — a theoretical distribution that encompasses an infinite number of 
samples? Is this all just a wild-goose chase?

No, it’s not. You can figure out a lot about a sampling distribution because of a 
great gift from mathematicians to the field of statistics: the central limit 
theorem.

According to the central limit theorem:

» The sampling distribution of the mean is approximately a normal distribution 
if the sample size is large enough.

Large enough means about 30 or more.

FIGURE 9-1: 
Creating the 

sampling 
distribution   

of the mean.
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 » The mean of the sampling distribution of the mean is the same as the 
population mean.

In equation form, that’s

x

 » The standard deviation of the sampling distribution of the mean (also known 
as the standard error of the mean) is equal to the population standard 
deviation divided by the square root of the sample size.

The equation for the standard error of the mean is

x N

Notice that the central limit theorem says nothing about the population. All it says 
is that if the sample size is large enough, the sampling distribution of the mean is 
a normal distribution, with the indicated parameters. The population that sup-
plies the samples doesn’t have to be a normal distribution for the central limit 
theorem to hold.

What if the population is a normal distribution? In that case, the sampling distri-
bution of the mean is a normal distribution, regardless of the sample size.

Figure  9-2 shows a general picture of the sampling distribution of the mean, 
 partitioned into standard error units.

FIGURE 9-2: 
The sampling 

distribution  
of the mean, 
 partitioned.
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(Approximately) Simulating the  
central limit theorem
It almost doesn’t sound right: How can a population that’s not normally distrib-
uted produce a normally distributed sampling distribution?

To give you an idea of how the central limit theorem works, I walk you through a 
simulation. This simulation creates something like a sampling distribution of the 
mean for a very small sample, based on a population that’s not normally distrib-
uted. As you’ll see, even though the population is not a normal distribution, and 
even though the sample is small, the sampling distribution of the mean looks 
quite a bit like a normal distribution.

Imagine a huge population that consists of just three scores — 1, 2, and 3, and 
each one is equally likely to appear in a sample. That kind of population is defi-
nitely not a normal distribution.

Imagine also that you can randomly select a sample of three scores from this 
population. Table 9-1 shows all possible samples and their means.

If you look closely at the table, you can almost see what’s about to happen in the 
simulation. The sample mean that appears most frequently is 2.00. The sample 
means that appear least frequently are 1.00 and 3.00. Hmmm. . . .

TABLE 9-1	 ALL Possible Samples of Three Scores (and Their Means)  
from a Population Consisting of the Scores 1, 2, and 3

Sample Mean Sample Mean Sample Mean

1,1,1 1.00 2,1,1 1.33 3,1,1 1.67

1,1,2 1.33 2,1,2 1.67 3,1,2 2.00

1,1,3 1.67 2,1,3 2.00 3,1,3 2.33

1,2,1 1.33 2,2,1 1.67 3,2,1 2.00

1,2,2 1.67 2,2,2 2.00 3,2,2 2.33

1,2,3 2.00 2,2,3 2.33 3,2,3 2.67

1,3,1 1.67 2,3,1 2.00 3,3,1 2.33

1,3,2 2.00 2,3,2 2.33 3,3,2 2.67

1,3,3 2.33 2,3,3 2.67 3,3,3 3.00
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In the simulation, you randomly select a score from the population and then ran-
domly select two more. That group of three scores is a sample. Then you calculate 
the mean of that sample. You repeat this process for a total of 600 samples, result-
ing in 600 sample means. Finally, you graph the distribution of the sample means.

What does the simulated sampling distribution of the mean look like? I walk you 
through it in R. You begin by creating a vector for the possible scores, and another 
for the probability of sampling each score:

values <- c(1,2,3)
probabilities <- c(1/3,1/3,1/3)

One more vector will hold the 600 sample means:

smpl.means <- NULL

To draw a sample, you use the sample() function:

smpl <-sample(x=values,prob = probabilities, 
size=3,replace=TRUE)

The first two arguments, of course, provide the scores to sample and the probabil-
ity of each score. The third is the sample size. The fourth indicates that after you 
select a score for the sample, you replace it. (You put it back in the population, in 
other words.) This procedure (unsurprisingly called “sampling with  replacement”) 
simulates a huge population from which you can select any score at any time.

Each time you draw a sample, you take its mean and append it (add it to the end 
of) the smpl.means vector:

smpl.means <- append(smpl.means, mean(smpl))

I don’t want you to have to manually repeat this whole process 600 times. Fortu-
nately, like all computer languages, R has a way of handling this: Its for-loop 
does all the work. To do the sampling, the calculation, and the appending 600 
times, the for-loop looks like this:

for(i in 1:600){
    smpl <-sample(x = values,prob = probabilities,

        size = 3,replace=TRUE)
    smpl.means <- append(smpl.means, mean(smpl))
      }
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As you can see, the curly brackets enclose what happens in each iteration of the 
loop, and i is a counter for how many times the loop occurs.

If you’d like to run this, here’s all the code preceding the for-loop, including the 
seed so that you can replicate my results:

> values <- c(1,2,3)
> probabilities <- c(1/3,1/3,1/3)
> smpl.means <- NULL
> set.seed(7637060)

Then run the for-loop. If you want to run the loop over and over again, make sure 
you reset smpl.means to NULL each time. If you want to get different results each 
time, don’t set the seed to the same number (or don’t set it at all).

What does the sampling distribution look like? Use ggplot() to do the honors. The 
data values (the 600 sample means) are in a vector, so the first argument is NULL. 
The smpl.means vector maps to the x-axis. And you’re creating a histogram, so 
the geom function is geom_histogram():

ggplot(NULL,aes(x=smpl.means)) +
  geom_histogram()

Figure 9-3 shows the histogram for the sampling distribution of the mean.

FIGURE 9-3: 
Sampling 

distribution of the 
mean based on 
600 samples of 

size 3 from a 
population 

consisting of the 
equally probable 

scores 1, 2, and 3.
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Looks a lot like the beginnings of a normal distribution, right? I explore the dis-
tribution further in a moment, but first I’ll show you how to make the graph a bit 
more informative. Suppose you want the labeled points on the x-axis to reflect the 
values of the mean in the smpl.means vector. You can’t just specify the vector 
values for the x-axis, because the vector has 600 of them. Instead, you list the 
unique values:

> unique(smpl.means)
[1] 2.333333 1.666667 1.333333 2.000000 2.666667 3.000000
[7] 1.000000

They look better if you round them to two decimal places:

> round(unique(smpl.means),2)
[1] 2.33 1.67 1.33 2.00 2.67 3.00 1.00

Finally, you store these values in a vector called m.values, which you’ll use to 
rescale the x-axis:

> m.values <-round(unique(smpl.means),2)

For the rescaling, use a trick that I show you in Chapter 8:

scale_x_continuous(breaks=m.values,label=m.values)

Another trick from Chapter 8 eliminates the space between the x-axis values and 
the x-axis:

scale_y_continuous(expand = c(0,0))

One more trick uses R’s expression syntax to display X  as the x-axis label and 
frequency X  as the y-axis label:

labs(x=expression(bar(X)),y=expression(frequency(bar(X))))

Putting it all together gives the sampling distribution in Figure 9-4:

ggplot(NULL,aes(x=smpl.means)) +
  geom_histogram()+
  scale_x_continuous(breaks=m.values,label=m.values)+
  scale_y_continuous(expand = c(0,0)) +

  labs(x=expression(bar(X)),y=expression 
(frequency(bar(X))))
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Predictions of the central limit theorem
How do the characteristics of the sampling distribution match up with what the 
central limit theorem predicts?

To derive the predictions, you have to start with the population. Think of each 
population value (1, 2, or 3) as an X, and think of each probability as pr(X). Mathe-
maticians would refer to X as a discrete random variable.

The mean of a discrete random variable is called its expected value. The notation for 
the expected value of X is E(X).

To find E(X), you multiply each X by its probability and then add all those products 
together. For this example, that’s

E X X pr X( ) 1 1
3

2 1
3

3 1
3

2

Or, if you prefer R:

> E.values<-sum(values*probabilities)
> E.values
[1] 2

FIGURE 9-4: 
The sampling 

distribution of the 
mean with the 
x-axis rescaled 

and cool axis 
labels.
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To find the variance of X, subtract E(X) from each X, square each deviation, mul-
tiply each squared deviation by the probability of X, and add the products. For this 
example:

var .X X E X pr x
2 2 2 2

1 2 1
3

2 2 1
3

3 2 1
3

677

In R:

> var.values <- sum((values-E.values)^2*probabilities)
> var.values
[1] 0.6666667

As always, the standard deviation is the square root of the variance:

var . .X 67 82

Again, in R:

> sd.values<-sqrt(var.values)
> sd.values
[1] 0.8164966

So the population has a mean of 2 and a standard deviation of .82.

According to the central limit theorem, the mean of the sampling distribution 
should be

x 2

and the standard deviation should be

x N
. .82

3
4714

How do these predicted values match up with the characteristics of the sampling 
distribution?

> mean(smpl.means)
[1] 2.002222
> sd(smpl.means)
[1] 0.4745368

Pretty close! Even with a non-normally distributed population and a small sample 
size, the central limit theorem gives an accurate picture of the sampling distribu-
tion of the mean.
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Confidence: It Has Its Limits!
I tell you about sampling distributions because they help answer the question I 
pose at the beginning of this chapter: How much confidence can you have in the 
estimates you create?

The procedure is to calculate a statistic and then use that statistic to establish 
upper and lower bounds for the population parameter with, say, 95 percent con-
fidence. (The interpretation of confidence limits is a bit more involved than that, 
as you’ll see.) You can do this only if you know the sampling distribution of the 
statistic and the standard error of the statistic. In the next section, I show how to 
do this for the mean.

Finding confidence limits for a mean
The FarBlonJet Corporation manufactures navigation systems. (Corporate motto: 
“Taking a trip? Get FarBlonJet.”) The company has developed a new battery to 
power its portable model. To help market this system, FarBlonJet wants to know 
how long, on average, each battery lasts before it burns out.

The FarBlonJet employees like to estimate that average with 95 percent confi-
dence. They test a sample of 100 batteries and find that the sample mean is 60 
hours, with a standard deviation of 20 hours. The central limit theorem, remem-
ber, says that with a large enough sample (30 or more), the sampling distribution 
of the mean approximates a normal distribution. The standard error of the mean 
(the standard deviation of the sampling distribution of the mean) is

x N

The sample size, N, is 100. What about σ? That’s unknown, so you have to estimate 
it. If you know σ, that would mean you know μ, and establishing confidence limits 
would be unnecessary.

The best estimate of σ is the standard deviation of the sample. In this case, that’s 20. 
This leads to an estimate of the standard error of the mean.

s s
Nx

20
100

20
10 2

The best estimate of the population mean is the sample mean: 60. Armed with this 
information — estimated mean, estimated standard error of the mean, normal 
distribution — you can envision the sampling distribution of the mean, which is 
shown in Figure 9-5. Consistent with Figure 9-2, each standard deviation is a 
standard error of the mean.
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Now that you have the sampling distribution, you can establish the 95 percent 
confidence limits for the mean. Starting at the center of the distribution, how far 
out to the sides do you have to extend until you have 95 percent of the area under 
the curve? (For more on area under a normal distribution and what it means, see 
Chapter 8.)

One way to answer this question is to work with the standard normal distribution 
and find the z-score that cuts off 2.5 percent of the area in the upper tail. Then 
multiply that z-score by the standard error. Add the result to the sample mean to 
get the upper confidence limit; subtract the result from the mean to get the lower 
confidence limit.

Here’s how to do all that in R. First, the setup:

> mean.battery <- 60
> sd.battery <- 20
> N <- 100
> error <- qnorm(.025,lower.tail=FALSE)*sd.battery/sqrt(N)

Then the limits:

> lower <- mean.battery – error
> upper <- mean.battery + error
> lower
[1] 56.08007
> upper
[1] 63.91993

FIGURE 9-5: 
The sampling 

distribution of the 
mean for the 

FarBlonJet 
battery.
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Figure 9-6 shows these bounds on the sampling distribution.

What does this tell you, exactly? One interpretation is that if you repeat this sam-
pling and estimation procedure many times, the confidence intervals you calcu-
late (which would be different every time you do it) would include the population 
mean 95 percent of the time.

Fit to a t
The central limit theorem specifies (approximately) a normal distribution for 
large samples. In the real world, however, you deal with smaller samples, and the 
normal distribution isn’t appropriate. What do you do?

First of all, you pay a price for using a smaller sample — you have a larger stan-
dard error. Suppose the FarBlonJet Corporation found a mean of 60 and a standard 
deviation of 20 in a sample of 25 batteries. The estimated standard error is

s s
Nx

20
25

20
5 4

which is twice as large as the standard error for N=100.

Second, you don’t get to use the standard normal distribution to characterize the 
sampling distribution of the mean. For small samples, the sampling distribution 
of the mean is a member of a family of distributions called the t-distribution. The 
parameter that distinguishes members of this family from one another is called 
degrees of freedom.

FIGURE 9-6: 
The 95 percent 

confidence limits 
on the FarBlonJet 

sampling 
 distribution.
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As I said in Chapter 5, think of “degrees of freedom” as the denominator of your 
variance estimate. For example, if your sample consists of 25 individuals, the 
sample variance that estimates population variance is

s
x x

N
x x x x2

2 2 2

1 25 1 24

The number in the denominator is 24, and that’s the value of the degrees of free-
dom parameter. In general, degrees of freedom (df) = N–1 (N is the sample size) 
when you use the t-distribution the way I show you in this section.

Figure 9-7 shows two members of the t-distribution family (df = 3 and df = 10), 
along with the normal distribution for comparison. As the figure shows, the 
greater the df, the more closely t approximates a normal distribution.

To determine the lower and upper bounds for the 95 percent confidence level for 
a small sample, work with the member of the t-distribution family that has the 
appropriate df. Find the value that cuts off the upper 2.5 percent of the area in the 
upper tail of the distribution. Then multiply that value by the standard error.

Add the result to the mean to get the upper confidence limit; subtract the result 
from the mean to get the lower confidence limit.

R provides dt() (density function), pt() (cumulative density function), qt() 
(quantile), and rt() (random number generation) for working with the  
t-distribution. For the confidence intervals, I use qt().

In the FarBlonJet batteries example:

> mean.battery <- 60
> sd.battery <- 20

FIGURE 9-7: 
Some members 

of the  
t-distribution 

family.
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> N <- 25
> error <- qt(.025,N-1,lower.tail=FALSE)*sd.battery/sqrt(N)
> lower <- mean.battery - error
> upper <- mean.battery + error
> lower
[1] 51.74441
> upper
[1] 68.25559

The lower and upper limits are 51.74 and 68.26. Notice that with the smaller sam-
ple, the range is wider than in the previous example.

If you have the raw data, you can use t.test() to generate confidence intervals:

> battery.data <- c(82,64,68,44,54,47,50,85,51,41,61,84,  
53,83,91,43,35,36,33,87,90,86,49,37,48)

Here’s how to use t.test() to generate the lower and upper bounds for 90 per-
cent confidence — the default value is .95:

> t.test(battery.data, conf.level=.90)

             One Sample t-test

data:  c(82, 64, 68, 44, 54, 47, 50, 85, 51, 41, 61, 84,  
53, 83, 91,  ...

t = 15, df = 24, p-value = 1.086e-13
alternative hypothesis: true mean is not equal to 0
90 percent confidence interval:
 53.22727 66.93273
sample estimates:
mean of x
    60.08

The t.test() function is really more appropriate for the next chapter. . . .
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IN THIS CHAPTER

 » Introducing hypothesis tests

 » Testing hypotheses about means

 » Testing hypotheses about variances

 » Visualizing distributions

One-Sample Hypothesis 
Testing

Whatever your occupation, you often have to assess whether something 
new and different has happened. Sometimes you start with a popula-
tion that you know a lot about (like its mean and standard deviation) 

and you draw a sample. Is that sample like the rest of the population, or does it 
represent something out of the ordinary?

To answer that question, you measure each individual in the sample and calculate 
the sample’s statistics. Then you compare those statistics with the population’s 
parameters. Are they the same? Are they different? Is the sample extraordinary in 
some way? Proper use of statistics helps you make the decision.

Sometimes, though, you don’t know the parameters of the population that the 
sample came from. What happens then? In this chapter, I discuss statistical tech-
niques and R functions for dealing with both cases.

Hypotheses, Tests, and Errors
A hypothesis is a guess about the way the world works. It’s a tentative explanation 
of some process, whether that process occurs in nature or in a laboratory.

Chapter 10
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Before studying and measuring the individuals in a sample, a researcher formu-
lates hypotheses that predict what the data should look like.

Generally, one hypothesis predicts that the data won’t show anything new or 
out of the ordinary. This is called the null hypothesis (abbreviated H0). According 
to the  null hypothesis, if the data deviates from the norm in any way, that 
 deviation is due strictly to chance. Another hypothesis, the alternative hypothesis 
( abbreviated  H1), explains things differently. According to the alternative 
hypothesis, the data show something important.

After gathering the data, it’s up to the researcher to make a decision. The way the 
logic works, the decision centers around the null hypothesis. The researcher must 
decide to either reject the null hypothesis or to not reject the null hypothesis.

In hypothesis testing, you

 » Formulate null and alternative hypotheses

 » Gather data

 » Decide whether to reject or not reject the null hypothesis.

Nothing in the logic involves accepting either hypothesis. Nor does the logic involve 
making any decisions about the alternative hypothesis. It’s all about rejecting or 
not rejecting H0.

Regardless of the reject-don’t-reject decision, an error is possible. One type of 
error occurs when you believe that the data shows something important and you 
reject H0, but in reality the data are due just to chance. This is called a Type I error. 
At the outset of a study, you set the criteria for rejecting H0. In so doing, you set 
the probability of a Type I error. This probability is called alpha (α).

The other type of error occurs when you don’t reject H0 and the data is really due 
to something out of the ordinary. For one reason or another, you happened to miss 
it. This is called a Type II error. Its probability is called beta (β). Table  10-1 
summarizes the possible decisions and errors.

TABLE 10-1	 Decisions and Errors in Hypothesis Testing
“True State” of the World

H0 is True H1 is True

Reject H0 Type I Error Correct Decision

Decision

Do Not Reject H0 Correct Decision Type II Error
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Note that you never know the true state of the world. (If you do, it’s not necessary 
to do the study!) All you can ever do is measure the individuals in a sample, cal-
culate the statistics, and make a decision about H0. (I discuss hypotheses and 
hypothesis testing in Chapter 1.)

Hypothesis Tests and Sampling 
Distributions

In Chapter 9, I discuss sampling distributions. A sampling distribution, remem-
ber, is the set of all possible values of a statistic for a given sample size.

Also in Chapter 9, I discuss the central limit theorem. This theorem tells you that 
the sampling distribution of the mean approximates a normal distribution if the 
sample size is large (for practical purposes, at least 30). This works whether or not 
the population is normally distributed. If the population is a normal distribution, 
the sampling distribution is normal for any sample size. Here are two other points 
from the central limit theorem:

 » The mean of the sampling distribution of the mean is equal to the population mean.

The equation for this is

x

 » The standard error of the mean (the standard deviation of the sampling 
distribution) is equal to the population standard deviation divided by the 
square root of the sample size.

This equation is

x N

The sampling distribution of the mean figures prominently into the type of 
hypothesis testing I discuss in this chapter. Theoretically, when you test a null 
hypothesis versus an alternative hypothesis, each hypothesis corresponds to a 
separate sampling distribution.

Figure  10-1 shows what I mean. The figure shows two normal distributions. 
I placed them arbitrarily. Each normal distribution represents a sampling distri-
bution of the mean. The one on the left represents the distribution of possible 
sample means if the null hypothesis is truly how the world works. The one on the 
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right represents the distribution of possible sample means if the alternative 
hypothesis is truly how the world works.

Of course, when you do a hypothesis test, you never know which distribution pro-
duces the results. You work with a sample mean — a point on the horizontal axis. 
The reject-or-don’t reject decision boils down to deciding which distribution the 
sample mean is part of. You set up a critical value — a decision criterion. If the 
sample mean is on one side of the critical value, you reject H0. If not, you don’t.

In this vein, the figure also shows α and β. These, as I mention earlier in this chap-
ter, are the probabilities of decision errors. The area that corresponds to α is in the 
H0 distribution. I’ve shaded it in dark gray. It represents the probability that a 
sample mean comes from the H0 distribution, but it’s so extreme that you reject H0.

Where you set the critical value determines α. In most hypotheses testing, you set 
α at .05. This means that you’re willing to tolerate a Type I error (rejecting H0 
when you shouldn’t) 5 percent of the time. Graphically, the critical value cuts off 
5 percent of the area of the sampling distribution. By the way, if you’re talking 
about the 5 percent of the area that’s in the right tail of the distribution (refer to 
Figure 10-1), you’re talking about the upper 5 percent. If it’s the 5 percent in the 
left tail you’re interested in, that’s the lower 5 percent.

FIGURE 10-1: 
H0 and H1 each 
correspond to 

a sampling 
distribution.
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The area that corresponds to β is in the H1 distribution. I’ve shaded it in light gray. 
This area represents the probability that a sample mean comes from the H1 distri-
bution, but it’s close enough to the center of the H0 distribution that you don’t 
reject H0 (but you should have). You don’t get to set β. The size of this area depends 
on the separation between the means of the two distributions, and that’s up to the 
world we live in — not up to you.

These sampling distributions are appropriate when your work corresponds to the 
conditions of the central limit theorem: if you know that the population you’re 
working with is a normal distribution or if you have a large sample.

Catching Some Z’s Again
Here’s an example of a hypothesis test that involves a sample from a normally 
distributed population. Because the population is normally distributed, any sam-
ple size results in a normally distributed sampling distribution. Because it’s a 
normal distribution, you use z-scores in the hypothesis test:

z x

N

One more “because”: Because you use the z-score in the hypothesis test, the 
z-score here is called the test statistic.

Suppose you think that people living in a particular zip code have higher-than- 
average IQs. You take a sample of nine people from that zip code, give them IQ 
tests, tabulate the results, and calculate the statistics. For the population of IQ 
scores, μ = 100 and σ = 15.

The hypotheses are

H0: μZIP code ≤ 100

H1: μZIP code > 100

Assume that α = .05. That’s the shaded area in the tail of the H0 distribution in 
Figure 10-1.

Why the ≤ in H0? You use that symbol because you’ll reject H0 only if the sample 
mean is larger than the hypothesized value. Anything else is evidence in favor of 
not rejecting H0.

Suppose the sample mean is 108.67. Can you reject H0?
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The test involves turning 108.67 into a standard score in the sampling distribution 
of the mean:

z x

N

108 67 100
15

9

8 67
15

3

8 67
5

1 73. . . .

Is the value of the test statistic large enough to enable you to reject H0 with 
α = .05? It is. The critical value — the value of z that cuts off 5 percent of the area 
in a standard normal distribution — is 1.645. (After years of working with the 
standard normal distribution, I happen to know this. Read Chapter 8, find out 
about R’s qnorm() function, and you can have information like that at your fin-
gertips, too.) The calculated value, 1.73, exceeds 1.645, so it’s in the rejection 
region. The decision is to reject H0.

This means that if H0 is true, the probability of getting a test statistic value that’s 
at least this large is less than .05. That’s strong evidence in favor of rejecting H0.

In statistical parlance, any time you reject H0, the result is said to be statistically 
significant.

This type of hypothesis testing is called one-tailed because the rejection region is 
in one tail of the sampling distribution.

A hypothesis test can be one-tailed in the other direction. Suppose you have rea-
son to believe that people in that zip code have lower-than-average IQs. In that 
case, the hypotheses are

H0: μZIP code ≥ 100

H1: μZIP code < 100

For this hypothesis test, the critical value of the test statistic is –1.645 if α = .05.

A hypothesis test can be two-tailed, meaning that the rejection region is in both tails 
of the H0 sampling distribution. That happens when the hypotheses look like this:

H0: μZIP code = 100

H1: μZIP code ≠ 100

In this case, the alternative hypothesis just specifies that the mean is different 
from the null-hypothesis value, without saying whether it’s greater or whether 
it’s less. Figure  10-2 shows what the two-tailed rejection region looks like for 
α = .05. The 5 percent is divided evenly between the left tail (also called the lower 
tail) and the right tail (the upper tail).
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For a standard normal distribution, incidentally, the z-score that cuts off 
2.5 percent in the right tail is 1.96. The z-score that cuts off 2.5 percent in the left 
tail is –1.96. (Again, I happen to know these values after years of working with the 
standard normal distribution.) The z-score in the preceding example, 1.73, does 
not exceed 1.96. The decision, in the two-tailed case, is to not reject H0.

This brings up an important point. A one-tailed hypothesis test can reject H0, 
while a two-tailed test on the same data might not. A two-tailed test indicates that 
you’re looking for a difference between the sample mean and the null-hypothesis 
mean, but you don’t know in which direction. A one-tailed test shows that you 
have a pretty good idea of how the difference should come out. For practical pur-
poses, this means you should try to have enough knowledge to be able to specify a 
one-tailed test: That gives you a better chance of rejecting H0 when you should.

Z Testing in R
An R function called z.test() would be great for doing the kind of testing I dis-
cuss in the previous section. One problem: That function does not exist in base R. 
Although you can find one in other packages, it’s easy enough to create one and 
learn a bit about R programming in the process.

FIGURE 10-2: 
The two-tailed 

rejection region 
for α = .05.
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The function will work like this:

> IQ.data <- c(100,101,104,109,125,116,105,108,110)
> z.test(IQ.data,100,15)
 z = 1.733
 one-tailed probability = 0.042
 two-tailed probability = 0.084

Begin by creating the function name and its arguments:

z.test = function(x,mu,popvar){

The first argument is the vector of data, the second is the population mean, and 
the third is the population variance. The left curly bracket signifies that the 
remainder of the code is what happens inside the function.

Next, create a vector that will hold the one-tailed probability of the z-score you’ll 
calculate:

one.tail.p <- NULL

Then you calculate the z-score and round it to three decimal places:

z.score <- round((mean(x)-mu)/(popvar/sqrt(length(x))),3)

Without the rounding, R might calculate many decimal places, and the output 
would look messy.

Finally, you calculate the one-tailed probability (the proportion of area beyond the 
calculated z-score), and again round to three decimal places:

one.tail.p <- round(pnorm(abs(z.score),lower.tail = FALSE),3)

Why put abs() (absolute value) in the argument to pnorm? Remember that an 
alternative hypothesis can specify a value below the mean, and the data might 
result in a negative z-score.

The next order of business is to set up the output display. For this, you use the 
cat() function. I use this function in Chapter 7 to display a fairly sizable set of 
numbers in an organized way. The name cat is short for concatenate and print, 
which is exactly what I want you to do here: Concatenate (put together) strings 
(like one-tailed probability =) with expressions (like one.tail.p), and then 
show that whole thing onscreen. I also want you to start a new line for each con-
catenation, and \n is R’s way of making that happen.
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Here’s the cat statement:

cat(" z =",z.score,"\n",
      "one-tailed probability =", one.tail.p,"\n",
      "two-tailed probability =", 2*one.tail.p )}

The space between the left quote and z lines up the first line with the next two 
onscreen. The right curly bracket closes off the function.

Here it is, all together:

z.test = function(x,mu,popvar){
  one.tail.p <- NULL
  z.score <- round((mean(x)-mu)/(popvar/sqrt(length(x))),3)
  one.tail .p <- round(pnorm(abs(z.score),lower.tail  

= FALSE),3)
  cat(" z =",z.score,"\n",
      "one-tailed probability =", one.tail.p,"\n",
      "two-tailed probability =", 2*one.tail.p )}

Running this function produces what you see at the beginning of this section.

t for One
In the preceding example, you work with IQ scores. The population of IQ scores is 
a normal distribution with a well-known mean and standard deviation. Thus, you 
can work with the central limit theorem and describe the sampling distribution of 
the mean as a normal distribution. You can then use z as the test statistic.

In the real world, however, you usually don’t have the luxury of working with 
well-defined populations. You usually have small samples, and you’re typically 
measuring something that isn’t as well-known as IQ. The bottom line is that you 
often don’t know the population parameters, nor do you know if the population is 
normally distributed.

When that’s the case, you use the sample data to estimate the population standard 
deviation, and you treat the sampling distribution of the mean as a member of a 
family of distributions called the t-distribution. You use t as a test statistic. In 
Chapter 9, I introduce this distribution and mention that you distinguish mem-
bers of this family by a parameter called degrees of freedom (df).
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The formula for the test statistic is

t x
s

N

Think of df as the denominator of the estimate of the population variance. For the 
hypothesis tests in this section, that’s N–1, where N is the number of scores in the 
sample. The higher the df, the more closely the t-distribution resembles the nor-
mal distribution.

Here’s an example. FarKlempt Robotics, Inc., markets microrobots. The company 
claims that its product averages four defects per unit. A consumer group believes 
this average is higher. The consumer group takes a sample of nine FarKlempt 
microrobots and finds an average of seven defects, with a standard deviation of 
3.12. The hypothesis test is

H0: μ ≤ 4

H1: μ > 4

α = .05

The formula is

t x
s

N
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3 12

9

3
3 12

3

2 88
. .
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Can you reject H0? The R function in the next section tells you.

t Testing in R
I preview the t.test() function in Chapter 2 and talk about it in a bit more detail 
in Chapter 9. Here, you use it to test hypotheses.

Start with the data for FarKlempt Robotics:

> FarKlempt.data <- c(3,6,9,9,4,10,6,4,12)

Then apply t.test(). For the example, it looks like this:

t.test(FarKlempt.data,mu=4, alternative="greater")
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The second argument specifies that you’re testing against a hypothesized mean 
of 4, and the third argument indicates that the alternative hypothesis is that the 
true mean is greater than 4.

Here it is in action:

> t.test(FarKlempt.data,mu=4, alternative="greater")

             One Sample t-test

data:  c(3, 6, 9, 9, 4, 10, 6, 4, 12)
t = 2.8823, df = 8, p-value = 0.01022
alternative hypothesis: true mean is greater than 4
95 percent confidence interval:
 5.064521      Inf
sample estimates:
mean of x
        7

The output provides the t-value and the low p-value shows that you can reject the 
null hypothesis with α = .05.

This t.test() function is versatile. I work with it again in Chapter 11 when I test 
hypotheses about two samples.

Working with t-Distributions
Just as you can use d, p, q, and r prefixes for the normal distribution family, you 
can use dt() (density function), pt() (cumulative density function), qt() (quan-
tiles), and rt() (random number generation) for the t-distribution family.

Here are dt() and rt() at work for a t-distribution with 12 df:

> t.values <- seq(-4,4,1)
> round(dt(t.values,12),2)
[1] 0.00 0.01 0.06 0.23 0.39 0.23 0.06 0.01 0.00
> round(pt(t.values,12),2)
[1] 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.17 0.50 0.83 0.97 0.99 1.00

I show you how to use dt() more in the next section. (Way more. Trust me.)
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For quantile information about the t-distribution with 12 df:

> quartiles <- c(0,.25,.50,.75,1)
> qt(quartiles,12)
[1]       -Inf -0.6954829  0.0000000  0.6954829        Inf

The –Inf and Inf tell you that the curve never touches the x-axis at either tail.

To generate eight (rounded) random numbers from the t-distribution with 12 df:

> round(rt(8,12),2)
[1]  0.73  0.13 -1.32  1.33 -1.27  0.91 -0.48 -0.83

All these functions give you the option of working with t-distributions not cen-
tered around zero. You do this by entering a value for ncp (the noncentrality param-
eter). In most applications of the t-distribution, noncentrality doesn’t come up. 
For completeness, I explain this concept in greater detail in Appendix 3 online.

Visualizing t-Distributions
Visualizing a distribution often helps you understand it. The process can be a bit 
involved in R, but it’s worth the effort. Figure 9-7 shows three members of the 
t-distribution family on the same graph. The first has df=3, the second has df=10, 
and the third is the standard normal distribution (df=infinity).

In this section, I show you how to create that graph in base R graphics and in ggplot2.

With either method, the first step is to set up a vector of the values that the den-
sity functions will work with:

t.values <- seq(-4,4,.1)

One more thing and I’ll get you started. After the graphs are complete, you’ll put the 
infinity symbol,  on the legends to denote the df for the standard normal 
distribution. To do that, you have to install a package called grDevices: On the 
Packages tab, click Install, and then in the Install Packages dialog box, type grDevices 
and click Install. When grDevices appears on the Packages tab, select its check box.

With grDevices installed, this adds the infinity symbol to a legend:

expression(infinity)

But I digress. . . .
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Plotting t in base R graphics
Begin with the plot() function, and plot the t-distribution with 3 df:

plot(x = t. values,y = dt(t.values,3),  type = "l", lty = 
"dotted", ylim = c(0,.4), xlab = "t", ylab = "f(t)")

The first two arguments are pretty self-explanatory. The next two establish 
the type of plot — type = “l” means line plot (that’s a lowercase “L” not the 
 number 1), and lty = “dotted” indicates the type of line. The ylim argument sets 
the lower and upper limits of the y-axis — ylim = c(0,.4). A little tinkering 
shows that if you don’t do this, subsequent curves get chopped off at the top. The 
final two arguments label the axes. Figure 10-3 shows the graph so far:

The next two lines add the t-distribution for df=10, and for the standard normal 
(df = infinity):

lines(t.values,dt(t.values,10),lty = "dashed")
lines(t.values,dnorm(t.values))

The line for the standard normal is solid (the default value for lty). Figure 10-4 
shows the progress. All that’s missing is the legend that explains which curve is 
which.

FIGURE 10-3: 
t-distribution with 

3 df, base R.
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One advantage of base R is that positioning and populating the legend is not 
difficult:

legend("top right", title = "df",legend =  
c(expression(infinity),"10","3"), lty = 
c("solid","dashed","dotted"), bty = "n")

The first argument positions the legend in the upper-right corner. The second 
gives the legend its title. The third argument is a vector that specifies what’s in 
the legend. As you can see, the first element is that infinity expression I showed 
you earlier, corresponding to the df for the standard normal. The second and third 
elements are the df for the remaining two t-distributions. You order them this 
way because that’s the order in which the curves appear at their centers. The lty 
argument is the vector that specifies the order of the linetypes (they correspond 
with the df). The final argument bty="n" removes the border from the legend.

And this produces Figure 10-5.

Plotting t in ggplot2
The grammar-of-graphics approach takes considerably more effort than base R. 
But follow along and you’ll learn a lot about ggplot2.

You start by putting the relevant numbers into a data frame:

FIGURE 10-4: 
Three distribu-

tions in search of 
a legend.
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t.frame = data.frame(t.values,
                     df3 = dt(t.values,3),
                     df10 = dt(t.values,10),
                     std_normal = dnorm(t.values))

The first six rows of the data frame look like this:

> head(t.frame)
  t.values         df3        df10   std_normal
1     -4.0 0.009163361 0.002031034 0.0001338302
2     -3.9 0.009975671 0.002406689 0.0001986555
3     -3.8 0.010875996 0.002854394 0.0002919469
4     -3.7 0.011875430f 0.003388151 0.0004247803
5     -3.6 0.012986623 0.004024623 0.0006119019
6     -3.5 0.014224019 0.004783607 0.0008726827

That’s a pretty good-looking data frame, but it’s in wide format. As I point out in 
Chapter 3, ggplot() prefers long format — which is the three columns of density-
numbers stacked into a single column. To get to that format — it’s called reshaping 
the data — make sure you have the reshape2 package installed. Select its check 
box on the Packages tab and you’re ready to go.

Reshaping from wide format to long format is called melting the data, so the func-
tion is

t.frame.melt <- melt(t.frame,id="t.values")

FIGURE 10-5: 
The final graph, 

including the 
legend.
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The id argument specifies that t.values is the variable whose numbers don’t get 
stacked with the rest. Think of it as the variable that stores the data. The first six 
rows of t.frame.melt are:

> head(t.frame.melt)
  t.values variable       value
1     -4.0      df3 0.009163361
2     -3.9      df3 0.009975671
3     -3.8      df3 0.010875996
4     -3.7      df3 0.011875430
5     -3.6      df3 0.012986623
6     -3.5      df3 0.014224019

It’s always a good idea to have meaningful column names, so . . .

> colnames(t.frame.melt)= c("t","df","density")
> head(t.frame.melt)
     t  df     density
1 -4.0 df3 0.009163361
2 -3.9 df3 0.009975671
3 -3.8 df3 0.010875996
4 -3.7 df3 0.011875430
5 -3.6 df3 0.012986623
6 -3.5 df3 0.014224019

Now for one more thing before I have you start on the graph. This is a vector that 
will be useful when you lay out the x-axis:

x.axis.values <- seq(-4,4,2)

Begin with ggplot():

ggplot(t.frame.melt, aes(x=t,y=f(t),group =df))

The first argument is the data frame. The aesthetic mappings tell you that t is on 
the x-axis, density is on the y-axis, and the data falls into groups specified by the 
df variable.

This is a line plot, so the appropriate geom function to add is geom_line:

geom_line(aes(linetype=df))

Geom functions can work with aesthetic mappings. The aesthetic mapping here 
maps df to the type of line.
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Rescale the x-axis so that it goes from –4 to 4, by twos. Here’s where to use that 
x.axis.values vector:

scale_x_continuous(breaks=x.axis.values,labels=x.axis.values)

The first argument sets the breakpoints for the x-axis, and the second provides 
the labels for those points. Putting these three statements together

ggplot(t.frame.melt, aes(x=t,y=density,group =df)) +
  geom_line(aes(linetype=df)) +
  scale_x_ continuous(breaks = x.axis.values,labels =  

x.axis.values)

results in Figure 10-6. One of the benefits of ggplot2 is that the code automatically 
produces a legend.

You still have some work to do. First of all, the default linetype assignments are 
not what you want, so you have to redo them:

scale_line type_manual(values =  
c("dotted","dashed","solid"),

labels = c("3","10", expression(infinity)))

FIGURE 10-6: 
Three 

t-distribution 
curves, plotted 

in ggplot2.
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The four statements

ggplot(t.frame.melt, aes(x=t,y=density,group =df)) +
  geom_line(aes(linetype=df)) +
  scale_x_ continuous(breaks = x.axis.values,labels =  

x.axis.values)+
  scale_lin etype_manual(values =  

c("dotted","dashed","solid"),
  labels = c("3","10", expression(infinity)))

produce Figure 10-7.

As you can see, the items in the legend are not in the order that the curves appear 
at their centers. I’m a stickler for that. I think it makes a graph more comprehen-
sible when the graph elements and the legend elements are in sync. ggplot2 pro-
vides guide functions that enable you to control the legend’s details. To reverse 
the order of the linetypes in the legend, here’s what you do:

  guides(linetype=guide_legend(reverse = TRUE))

Putting all the code together, finally, yields Figure 10-8.

ggplot(t.frame.melt, aes(x=t,y=density,group =df)) +
  geom_line(aes(linetype=df)) +

FIGURE 10-7: 
Three 

t-distribution 
curves, with 

the linetypes 
reassigned.
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  scale_x_ continuous(breaks = x.axis.values,labels =  
x.axis.values)+

  scale_lin etype_manual(values =  
c("dotted","dashed","solid"),
labels = c("3","10", expression(infinity)))+

  guides(linetype=guide_legend(reverse = TRUE))

I leave it to you as an exercise to relabel the y-axis f(t).

Base R graphics versus ggplot2: It’s like driving a car with a standard transmis-
sion versus driving with an automatic transmission — but I’m not always sure 
which is which!

One more thing about ggplot2
I could have had you plot all this without creating and reshaping a data frame. An 
alternative approach is to set NULL as the data source, map t.values to the x-axis, 
and then add three geom_line statements. Each of those statements would map a 
vector of densities (created on the fly) to the y-axis, and each one would have its 
own linetype.

The problem with that approach? When you do it that way, the grammar does not 
automatically create a legend. Without a data frame, it has nothing to create a 
legend from. It’s something like using ggplot() to create a base R graph.

FIGURE 10-8: 
The final product, 

with the legend 
rearranged.
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Is it ever a good idea to use this approach? Yes, it is — when you don’t want to 
include a legend but you want to annotate the graph in some other way. I provide 
an example in the later section “Visualizing Chi-Square Distributions.”

Testing a Variance
So far, I discuss one-sample hypothesis testing for means. You can also test 
hypotheses about variances.

This topic sometimes comes up in the context of manufacturing. Suppose 
 FarKlempt Robotics, Inc., produces a part that has to be a certain length with a 
very small variability. You can take a sample of parts, measure them, find the 
sample variability, and perform a hypothesis test against the desired variability.

The family of distributions for the test is called chi-square. Its symbol is χ2. I won’t 
go into all the mathematics. I’ll just tell you that, once again, df is the parameter 
that distinguishes one member of the family from another. Figure 10-9 shows two 
members of the chi-square family.

As the figure shows, chi-square is not like the previous distribution families I 
showed you. Members of this family can be skewed, and none of them can take a 
value less than zero.

FIGURE 10-9: 
Two members of 

the chi-square 
family.
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The formula for the test statistic is

2
2

2

1N s

N is the number of scores in the sample, s2 is the sample variance, and σ2 is the 
population variance specified in H0.

With this test, you have to assume that what you’re measuring has a normal 
distribution.

Suppose the process for the FarKlempt part has to have, at most, a standard devi-
ation of 1.5 inches for its length. (Notice that I use standard deviation. This allows 
me to speak in terms of inches. If I use variance, the units would be square inches.) 
After measuring a sample of 10 parts, you find a standard deviation of 1.80 inches.

The hypotheses are

H0: σ
2 ≤ 2.25 (remember to square the “at-most” standard deviation of 1.5 inches)

H1: σ
2 > 2.25

α = .05

Working with the formula,
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can you reject H0? Read on.

Testing in R
At this point, you might think that the function chisq.test() would answer the 
question. Although base R provides this function, it’s not appropriate here. As you 
can see in Chapters 18 and 20, statisticians use this function to test other kinds of 
hypotheses.

Instead, turn to a function called varTest, which is in the EnvStats package. On 
the Packages tab, click Install. Then type EnvStats into the Install Packages dialog 
box and click Install. When EnvStats appears on the Packages tab, select its 
check box.
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Before you use the test, you create a vector to hold the ten measurements described 
in the example in the preceding section:

FarKlempt. data2 <- c(12.43, 11.71, 14.41, 11.05, 9.53,  
11.66, 9.33,11.71,14.35,13.81)

And now, the test:

varTest(Fa rKlempt.data2,alternative="greater",conf.level  
= 0.95,sigma.squared = 2.25)

The first argument is the data vector. The second specifies the alternative hypoth-
esis that the true variance is greater than the hypothesized variance, the third 
gives the confidence level (1–α), and the fourth is the hypothesized variance.

Running that line of code produces these results:

Results of Hypothesis Test
--------------------------

Null Hypothesis:          variance = 2.25

Alternative Hypothesis:   True variance is greater than 2.25

Test Name:                Chi-Squared Test on Variance

Estimated Parameter(s):   variance = 3.245299

Data:                     FarKlempt.data2

Test Statistic:           Chi-Squared = 12.9812

Test Statistic Parameter: df = 9

P-value:                  0.163459

95% Confidence Interval:  LCL = 1.726327
                          UCL =      Inf

Among other statistics, the output shows the chi-square (12.9812) and the p-value 
(0.163459). (The chi-square value in the previous section is a bit lower because of 
rounding.) The p-value is greater than .05. Therefore, you cannot reject the null 
hypothesis.

How high would chi-square (with df=9) have to be in order to reject? Hmmm. . . .
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Working with Chi-Square Distributions
As is the case for the distribution families I’ve discussed in this chapter, R pro-
vides functions for working with the chi-square distribution family: dchisq() 
(for the density function), pchisq() (for the cumulative density function), 
qchisq() (for quantiles), and rchisq() (for random-number generation).

To answer the question I pose at the end of the previous section, I use qchisq():

> qchisq(.05,df=9,lower.tail = FALSE)
[1] 16.91898

The observed value missed that critical value by quite a bit.

Here are examples of the other chisq functions with df=9. For this set of values,

> chisq.values <- seq(0,16,2)

here are the densities

> round(dchisq(chisq.values,9),3)
[1] 0.000 0.016 0.066 0.100 0.101 0.081 0.056 0.036 0.021

and here are the cumulative densities

> round(pchisq(chisq.values,9),3)
[1] 0.000 0.009 0.089 0.260 0.466 0.650 0.787 0.878 0.933

Here are six random numbers selected from this chi-square distribution:

> round(rchisq(n=6,df=9),3)
[1] 13.231  5.674  7.396  6.170 11.806  7.068

Visualizing Chi-Square Distributions
Figure 10-9 nicely shows a couple of members of the chi-square family, with each 
member annotated with its degrees of freedom. In this section, I show you how to 
use base R graphics and ggplot2 to re-create that picture. You’ll learn some more 
about graphics, and you’ll know how to visualize any member of this family.
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Plotting chi-square in base R graphics
To get started, you create a vector of values from which dchisq() calculates 
densities:

chi.values <- seq(0,25,.1)

Start the graphing with a plot statement:

plot(x=chi.values,
     y=dchisq(chi.values,df=4),
     type = "l",
     xlab=expression(chi^2),
     ylab="")

The first two arguments indicate what you’re plotting — the chi-square distribu-
tion with four degrees of freedom versus the chi.values vector. The third argu-
ment specifies a line (that’s a lowercase “L”, not the number 1). The third 
argument labels the x-axis with the Greek letter chi (χ) raised to the second power. 
The fourth argument gives the y-axis a blank label.

Why did I have you do that? When I first created the graph, I found that ylab 
locates the y-axis label too far to the left, and the label was cut off slightly. To fix 
that, I blank out ylab and then use mtext():

mtext(side = 2, text = expression(f(chi^2)), line = 2.5)

The side argument specifies the side of the graph to insert the label: bottom = 1, 
left = 2, top = 3, and right = 4. The text argument sets f 2  as the label for the 

axis. The line argument specifies the distance from the label to the y-axis: The 
distance increases with the value.

Next, you add the curve for chi-square with ten degrees of freedom:

lines(x=chi.values,y=dchisq(chi.values,df= 10))

Rather than add a legend, follow Figure  10-9 and add an annotation for each 
curve. Here’s how:

text(x=6,y=.15, label="df=4")
text(x=16, y=.07, label = "df=10")

The first two arguments locate the annotation, and the third one provides the 
content.
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Putting it all together:

plot(x=chi.values,
     y=dchisq(chi.values,df=4),
     type = "l",
     xlab=expression(chi^2),
     ylab="")
mtext(side = 2, expression(f(chi^2)), line = 2.5)
lines(x=chi.values,y=dchisq(chi.values,df= 10))
text(x=6,y=.15, label="df=4")
text(x=16, y=.07, label = "df=10")

creates Figure 10-10.

Plotting chi-square in ggplot2
In this plot, I again have you use annotations rather than a legend, so you set NULL 
as the data source and work with a vector for each line. The first aesthetic maps 
chi.values to the x-axis:

ggplot(NULL, aes(x=chi.values))

Then you add a geom_line for each chi-square curve, with the mapping to the 
y-axis as indicated:

  geom_line(aes(y=dchisq(chi.values,4)))
  geom_line(aes(y=dchisq(chi.values,10)))

FIGURE 10-10: 
Two members of 

the chi-square 
family, plotted in 
base R graphics.
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As I point out earlier in this chapter, this is like using ggplot2 to create a base R 
graph, but in this case it works (because it doesn’t create an unwanted legend).

Next, you label the axes:

  labs(x=expression(chi^2),y=expression(f(chi^2)))

And finally, the aptly named annotate() function adds the annotations:

  annotate(geom = "text",x=6,y=.15,label="df=4")
  annotate(geom = "text",x=16,y=.07,label="df=10")

The first argument specifies that the annotation is a text object. The next two 
locate the annotation in the graph, and the fourth provides the label.

So all of this

ggplot(NULL, aes(x=chi.values))+
  geom_line(aes(y=dchisq(chi.values,4))) +
  geom_line(aes(y=dchisq(chi.values,10))) +
  labs(x=expression(chi^2),y=expression(f(chi^2)))+
  annotate(geom = "text",x=6,y=.15,label = "df=4")+
  annotate(geom = "text",x=16,y=.07,label = "df=10")

draws Figure 10-11.

FIGURE 10-11: 
Two members of 

the chi-square 
family, plotted in 

ggplot2.
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IN THIS CHAPTER

 » Testing differences between means 
of two samples

 » Testing means of paired samples

 » Testing hypotheses about variances

 » Understanding F-distributions

Two-Sample Hypothesis 
Testing

In a variety of fields, the need often arises to compare one sample with another. 
Sometimes the samples are independent, and sometimes they’re matched in 
some way. Each sample comes from a separate population. The objective is to 

decide whether these populations are different from one another.

Usually, this involves tests of hypotheses about population means. You can also 
test hypotheses about population variances. In this chapter, I show you how to 
carry out these tests, and how to use R to get the job done.

Hypotheses Built for Two
As in the one-sample case (see Chapter 10), hypothesis testing with two samples 
starts with a null hypothesis (H0) and an alternative hypothesis (H1). The null 
hypothesis specifies that any differences you see between the two samples are due 
strictly to chance. The alternative hypothesis says, in effect, that any differences 
you see are real and not due to chance.

It’s possible to have a one-tailed test, in which the alternative hypothesis specifies 
the direction of the difference between the two means, or a two-tailed test in which 
the alternative hypothesis does not specify the direction of the difference.

Chapter 11
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For a one-tailed test, the hypotheses look like this:

H0: μ1 - μ2 = 0

H1: μ1 - μ2 > 0

or like this:

H0: μ1 - μ2 = 0

H1: μ1 - μ2 < 0

For a two-tailed test, the hypotheses are:

H0: μ1 - μ2 = 0

H1: μ1 - μ2 ≠ 0

The zero in these hypotheses is the typical case. It’s possible, however, to test for 
any value — just substitute that value for zero.

To carry out the test, you first set α, the probability of a Type I error that you’re 
willing to live with. (See Chapter 10.) Then you calculate the mean and standard 
deviation of each sample, subtract one mean from the other, and use a formula to 
convert the result into a test statistic. Compare the test statistic to a sampling 
distribution of test statistics. If it’s in the rejection region that α specifies (again, 
see Chapter 10), reject H0. If it’s not, don’t reject H0.

Sampling Distributions Revisited
In Chapter 9, I introduce the idea of a sampling distribution — a distribution of all 
possible values of a statistic for a particular sample size. In that chapter, I describe 
the sampling distribution of the mean. In Chapter 10, I show its connection with 
one-sample hypothesis testing.

For two-sample hypothesis testing, another sampling distribution is necessary. 
This one is the sampling distribution of the difference between means.

The sampling distribution of the difference between means is the distribution of all 
possible values of differences between pairs of sample means with the sample 
sizes held constant from pair to pair. (Yes, that’s a mouthful.) Held constant from 
pair to pair means that the first sample in the pair always has the same size, and 
the second sample in the pair always has the same size. The two sample sizes are 
not necessarily equal.
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Within each pair, each sample comes from a different population. All samples are 
independent of one another so that picking individuals for one sample has no 
effect on picking individuals for another.

Figure 11-1 shows the steps in creating this sampling distribution. This is some-
thing you never do in practice. It’s all theoretical. As the figure shows, the idea is 
to take a sample out of one population and a sample out of another, calculate their 
means, and subtract one mean from the other. Return the samples to the popula-
tions, and repeat over and over and over. The result of the process is a set of dif-
ferences between means. This set of differences is the sampling distribution.

Applying the central limit theorem
Like any other set of numbers, this sampling distribution has a mean and a stan-
dard deviation. As is the case with the sampling distribution of the mean (see 
Chapters 9 and 10), the central limit theorem applies here.

According to the central limit theorem, if the samples are large, the sampling 
distribution of the difference between means is approximately a normal distribu-
tion. If the populations are normally distributed, the sampling distribution is a 
normal distribution even if the samples are small.

FIGURE 11-1: 
Creating the 

sampling 
 distribution  

of the difference 
between means.
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The central limit theorem also has something to say about the mean and standard 
deviation of this sampling distribution. Suppose that the parameters for the first 
population are μ1 and σ1, and the parameters for the second population are μ2 and 
σ2. The mean of the sampling distribution is

x x1 2 1 2

The standard deviation of the sampling distribution is

x x N N1 2

1
2

1

2
2

2

N1 is the number of individuals in the sample from the first population, and N2 is 
the number of individuals in the sample from the second.

This standard deviation is called the standard error of the difference between means.

Figure 11-2 shows the sampling distribution along with its parameters, as specified 
by the central limit theorem.

Z’s once more
Because the central limit theorem says that the sampling distribution is approxi-
mately normal for large samples (or for small samples from normally distributed 

FIGURE 11-2: 
The sampling 

distribution of the 
difference 

between means, 
according to the 

central limit 
theorem.
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populations), you use the z-score as your test statistic. Another way to say “use 
the z-score as your test statistic” is “perform a z-test.” Here’s the formula:

z
x x

x x

1 2 1 2

1 2

The term (μ1-μ2) represents the difference between the means in H0.

This formula converts the difference between sample means into a standard score. 
Compare the standard score against a standard normal distribution — a normal 
distribution with μ = 0 and σ = 1. If the score is in the rejection region defined by 
α, reject H0. If it’s not, don’t reject H0.

You use this formula when you know the value of σ1
2 and σ2

2.

Here’s an example. Imagine a new training technique designed to increase 
IQ. Take a sample of nine people and train them under the new technique. Take 
another sample of nine people and give them no special training. Suppose that the 
sample mean for the new technique sample is 110.222, and for the no-training 
sample it’s 101. The hypothesis test is

H0: μ1 - μ2 ≤ 0

H1: μ1 - μ2 > 0

I’ll set α at .05.

The IQ is known to have a standard deviation of 15, and I assume that standard 
deviation would be the same in the population of people trained on the new tech-
nique. Of course, that population doesn’t exist. The assumption is that if it did, it 
should have the same value for the standard deviation as the regular population of 
IQ scores. Does the mean of that (theoretical) population have the same value as 
the regular population? H0 says it does. H1 says it’s larger.

The test statistic is

z
x x x x

N N
x x

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

1
2

1

2
2

2

1 2

107 101.. .
.

.
2

16
25

16
25

5 8
4 53

1 28
2 2

With α = .05, the critical value of z — the value that cuts off the upper 5 percent of 
the area under the standard normal distribution  — is 1.645. (You can use the 
qnorm() function from Chapter 8 to verify this.) The calculated value of the test 
statistic is less than the critical value, so the decision is to not reject H0. Figure 11-3 
summarizes this.
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Z-testing for two samples in R
As is the case for one-sample testing (explained in Chapter 10), base R provides no 
function for a two-sample z-test. If this function existed, you’d probably want it 
to work like this for the example:

> sample1 <-c(100,118,97,92,118,125,136,95,111)
> sample2 <-c(91,109,83,88,115,108,127,102,86)
> z.test2(sample1,sample2,15,15)
 mean1 = 110.2222    mean2 = 101
 standard error = 7.071068
 z = 1.304
 one-tailed probability = 0.096
 two-tailed probability = 0.192

Because this function isn’t available, I’ll show you how to create one.

Begin with the function name and the arguments:

z.test2 = function(x,y,popsd1,popsd2){

FIGURE 11-3: 
The sampling 

distribution of the 
difference 

between means, 
along with the 

critical value for  
α = .05 and the 

obtained value of 
the test statistic 

in the IQ 
example.
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The first two arguments are data vectors, and the second two are the population 
standard deviations. The left curly bracket indicates that subsequent statements 
are what occurs inside the function.

Next, you initialize a vector that will hold the one-tailed probability:

one.tail.p <- NULL

Then you calculate the standard error of the difference between means

std.error <- sqrt((popsd1^2/length(x) + popsd2^2/length(y)))

and then the (rounded) z-score

z.score <- round((mean(x)-mean(y))/std.error,3)

Finally, you calculate the rounded one-tailed probability:

one.tail.p <- round(pnorm(abs(z.score),lower.tail = FALSE),3)

The abs() function (absolute value) ensures the appropriate calculation for a neg-
ative z-score.

Last but not least, a cat() (concatenate-and-print) statement displays the 
output:

cat(" mean1 =", mean(x),"  ", "mean2 =", mean(y), "\n",
      "standard error =", std.error, "\n",
      "z =", z.score,"\n",
      "one-tailed probability =", one.tail.p,"\n",
      "two-tailed probability =", 2*one.tail.p )}

I use a cat() function like this for the one-sample case in Chapter 10. The right 
curly bracket closes off the function.

Here’s the newly defined function:

z.test2 = function(x,y,popsd1,popsd2){
  one.tail.p <- NULL
  std.error <- sqrt((popsd1^2/length(x) + popsd2^2/length(y)))
  z.score <- round((mean(x)-mean(y))/std.error,3)
  one.tail.p <- round(pnorm(abs(z.score),lower.tail = FALSE),3)
  cat(" mean1 =", mean(x),"  ", "mean2 =", mean(y), "\n",
      "standard error =", std.error, "\n",
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      "z =", z.score,"\n",
      "one-tailed probability =", one.tail.p,"\n",
      "two-tailed probability =", 2*one.tail.p )}

t for Two
The example in the preceding section involves a situation you rarely encounter — 
known population variances. If you know a population’s variance, you’re likely to 
know the population mean. If you know the mean, you probably don’t have to 
perform hypothesis tests about it.

Not knowing the variances takes the central limit theorem out of play. This means 
that you can’t use the normal distribution as an approximation of the sampling 
distribution of the difference between means. Instead, you use the t-distribution, 
a family of distributions I introduce in Chapter 9 and apply to one-sample hypoth-
esis testing in Chapter 10. The members of this family of distributions differ from 
one another in terms of a parameter called degrees of freedom (df). Think of df as 
the denominator of the variance estimate you use when you calculate a value of t 
as a test statistic. Another way to say “calculate a value of t as a test statistic” is 
“Perform a t-test.”

Unknown population variances lead to two possibilities for hypothesis testing. 
One possibility is that although the variances are unknown, you have reason to 
assume they’re equal. The other possibility is that you cannot assume they’re 
equal. In the sections that follow, I discuss these possibilities.

Like Peas in a Pod: Equal Variances
When you don’t know a population variance, you use the sample variance to esti-
mate it. If you have two samples, you average (sort of) the two sample variances 
to arrive at the estimate.

Putting sample variances together to estimate a population variance is called 
pooling. With two sample variances, here’s how you do it:

s
N s N s

N Np
2 1 1

2
2 2

2

1 2

1 1
1 1

In this formula, sp
2 stands for the pooled estimate. Notice that the denominator of 

this estimate is (N1–1) + (N2–1). Is this the df? Absolutely!
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The formula for calculating t is

t
x x

s
N Np

1 2 1 2

1 2

1 1

On to an example. FarKlempt Robotics is trying to choose between two machines 
to produce a component for its new microrobot. Speed is of the essence, so the 
company has each machine produce ten copies of the component, and time each 
production run. The hypotheses are

H0: μ1-μ2 = 0

H1: μ1-μ2 ≠ 0

They set α at .05. This is a two-tailed test because they don’t know in advance 
which machine might be faster.

Table 11-1 presents the data for the production times in minutes.

The pooled estimate of σ2 is

s
N s N s

N Np
2 1 1

2
2 2

2

1 2

2
1 1

1 1
10 1 2 71 10 1 2. ..

. .

79
10 1 10 1

9 2 71 9 2 79
9 9

66 70
18

2

2 2

77 56.

The estimate of σ is 2.75, the square root of 7.56.

The test statistic is

t
x x

s
N Np

1 2 1 2

1 2

1 1

23 20

2 75 1
10

1
10

3
1 23

2 44
. .

.

TABLE 11-1	 Sample Statistics from the FarKlempt Machine Study
Machine 1 Machine 2

Mean Production Time 23.00 20.00

Standard Deviation 2.71 2.79

Sample Size 10 10
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For this test statistic, df = 18, the denominator of the variance estimate. In a  
t-distribution with 18 df, the critical value is 2.10 for the right-side (upper) tail 
and –2.10 for the left-side (lower) tail. If you don’t believe me, apply qt(). (See 
Chapter 10.) The calculated value of the test statistic is greater than 2.10, so the 
decision is to reject H0. The data provide evidence that Machine 2 is significantly 
faster than Machine 1. (You can use the word significant whenever you reject H0.)

t-Testing in R
Here are a couple of vectors for the sample data in the example in the preceding 
section:

machine1 <-c(24.58, 22.09, 23.70, 18.89, 22.02, 28.71, 24.44, 
20.91, 23.83, 20.83)

machine2 <- c(21.61, 19.06, 20.72, 15.77, 19, 25.88, 21.48, 
17.85, 20.86, 17.77)

R provides two ways for performing the t-test. Both involve t.test(), which I use 
in Chapters 9 and 10.

Working with two vectors
Here’s how to test the hypotheses with two vectors and the equal variances 
assumption:

t.test(machine1,machine2,var.equal = TRUE, alternative="two.
sided", mu=0)

The alternative=two-sided argument reflects the type of alternative hypothesis 
specified in the example, and the last argument indicates the hypothesized differ-
ence between means.

Running that function produces this output:

Two Sample t-test
data:  c(24.58, 22.09, 23.7, 18.89, 22.02, 28.71, 24.44, 20.91, 

23.83,  ... and c(21.61, 19.06, 20.72, 15.77, 19, 
25.88, 21.48, 17.85, 20.86,  ...

t = 2.4396, df = 18, p-value = 0.02528
alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not  

equal to 0
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95 percent confidence interval:
 0.4164695 5.5835305
sample estimates:
mean of x mean of y
       23        20

The t-value and the low p-value indicate that you can reject the null hypothesis. 
Machine 2 is significantly faster than Machine 1.

Working with a data frame and a formula
The other way of carrying out this test is to create a data frame and then use a 
formula that looks like this:

prod.time ~ machine

The formula expresses the idea that production time depends on the machine you 
use. Although it’s not necessary to do the test this way, it’s a good idea to get 
accustomed to formulas. I use them quite a bit in later chapters.

The first thing to do is create a data frame in long format. First you create a vector 
for the 20 production times — machine1’s times first and then machine2’s:

prod.time <- c(machine1,machine2)

Next, you create a vector of the two machine names:

machine <-c("machine1","machine2")

Then you turn that vector into a vector of ten repetitions of "machine1" followed 
by ten repetitions of "machine2". It’s a little tricky, but here’s how:

machine <- rep(machine, times = c(10,10))

And the data frame is

FarKlempt.frame <-data.frame(machine,prod.time)

Its first six rows are

> head(FarKlempt.frame)
   machine prod.time
1 machine1     24.58
2 machine1     22.09
3 machine1     23.70
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4 machine1     18.89
5 machine1     22.02
6 machine1     28.71

The t.test() function is then

with (FarKlempt.frame,t.test(prod.time~machine,
                             var.equal = TRUE,
                             alternative="two.sided",
                             mu=0))

This produces the same output as the two-vector version.

Visualizing the results
In studies like in the preceding section, two ways of presenting the results are 
boxplots and bar graphs.

Boxplots
Boxplots depict the data in each sample along with the sample median (as explained 
in Chapter 3). They’re easy to create in base R and in ggplot2. For base R graphics, 
the code looks quite a bit like the formula method for t.test():

with (FarKlempt.frame,boxplot(prod.time~machine, xlab = 
"Machine", ylab="Production Time (minutes)"))

The plot looks like Figure 11-4.

Figure 11-5 shows the boxplot rendered in ggplot2. The code that produces that 
boxplot is

ggplot(FarKlempt.frame, aes(x=machine, y=prod.time))+
  stat_boxplot(geom="errorbar", width =.5) +
  geom_boxplot()

The only new function is stat_boxplot(), which adds the perpendicular line to 
the end of each whisker. The default width of those lines is the width of the box. I 
added width =.5 to cut that width in half.

In ggplot2, stat is a way of summarizing the data so that a geom function can use it. 
The stat function used here calculates the components for the boxplot. You use it to 
override the default appearance of the boxplot — which is without the perpendicu-
lar line at the end of each whisker. In earlier examples (and in the next one), you use 
stat= "identity" to instruct geom_bar() to use table data rather than counts.
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Bar graphs
Traditionally, researchers report and plot sample means and standard errors. It’s 
easy to do that in ggplot2. Figure 11-6 shows what I mean.

The t-shaped bars that extend above and below the top of each bar are the error 
bars that denote the standard error of the mean.

FIGURE 11-4: 
Boxplot of 
FarKlempt 

Machines data  
in base R.

FIGURE 11-5: 
Boxplot of 
FarKlempt 

Machines data in 
ggplot2.
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To use ggplot2, you have to create a data frame of machine names, mean times, 
and standard errors. The three vectors that will constitute the data frame are

machine.names <-c("machine1","machine2")
mean.times <- c(mean(machine1),mean(machine2))
se.times <- c(sd(machine1)/sqrt(length(machine1)),      

sd(machine2)/sqrt(length(machine2)))

The data frame is then

FKmeans.frame <-data.frame(machine.names,mean.times,se.times)

It looks like this:

> FKmeans.frame
  machine.names mean.times  se.times
1      machine1         23 0.8570661
2      machine2         20 0.8818339

The code to create Figure 11-6 is

ggplot(FKmeans.frame, aes(x=machine.names, y=mean. 
times))+

FIGURE 11-6: 
FarKlempt 

Machine means 
and standard 

errors.
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  geom_bar(stat="identity", width=.4,color="black", 
fill="white")+

  geom_errorbar(aes(ymin=mean.times-se.times, ymax=mean.
times+se.times),width=.1)

The first function sets the stage with the aesthetic mappings, and the second plots 
the bars. The stat = identity argument instructs geom_bar to use the tabled 
statistics rather than to count instances of machine1 and machine2. The other 
arguments set the appearance of the bars.

The third function is the geom that plots the error bars. The aesthetic mappings set 
the minimum point and maximum point for each error bar. The width argument 
sets the width for the perpendicular line at the end of each error bar.

In most scientific publications, you see graphs like this with only the positive 
error bar — the one extending above the mean. To graph it that way in this exam-
ple, set ymin=mean.times rather than ymin=mean.times-se.times.

Like p’s and q’s: Unequal variances
The case of unequal variances presents a challenge. As it happens, when variances 
are not equal, the t-distribution with (N1–1) + (N2–1) degrees of freedom is not as 
close an approximation to the sampling distribution as statisticians would like.

Statisticians meet this challenge by reducing the degrees of freedom. To accom-
plish the reduction, they use a fairly involved formula that depends on the sample 
standard deviations and the sample sizes.

Because the variances aren’t equal, a pooled estimate is not appropriate. So you 
calculate the t-test in a different way:

t
x x

s
N

s
N

1 2 1 2

1
2

1

2
2

2

You evaluate the test statistic against a member of the t-distribution family that 
has the reduced degrees of freedom.

Here’s what t.test() produces for the FarKlempt example if I assume the vari-
ances are not equal:

with (FarKlempt.frame,t.test(prod.time~machine,
                             var.equal = FALSE,
                             alternative="two.sided",
                             mu=0))
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Welch Two Sample t-test
data:  prod.time by machine
t = 2.4396, df = 17.985, p-value = 0.02529
alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not  

equal to 0
95 percent confidence interval:
 0.4163193 5.5836807
sample estimates:
mean in group machine1 mean in group machine2
                    23                     20

You can see the slight reduction in degrees of freedom. The variances are so close 
that little else changes.

A Matched Set: Hypothesis Testing  
for Paired Samples

In the hypothesis tests I describe so far, the samples are independent of one 
another. Choosing an individual for one sample has no bearing on the choice of an 
individual for the other.

Sometimes, the samples are matched. The most obvious case is when the same 
individual provides a score under each of two conditions — as in a before-after 
study. Suppose ten people participate in a weight-loss program. They weigh in 
before they start the program and again after one month on the program. The 
important data is the set of before-after differences. Table 11-2 shows the data:

The idea is to think of these differences as a sample of scores and treat them as 
you would in a one-sample t-test. (See Chapter 10.)

You carry out a test on these hypotheses:

H0: μd ≤ 0

H1: μd > 0

The d in the subscripts stands for “difference.” Set α = .05.
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The formula for this kind of t-test is

t d
s

d

d

In this formula, d  is the mean of the differences. To find sd , you calculate the 
standard deviation of the differences and divide by the square root of the number 
of pairs:

s s
Nd

The df is N 1 (where N is the number of pairs).

From Table 11-2,

t d
s

d

d

2 9
3 25

10

2 82.
.

.

With df = 9 (Number of pairs – 1), the critical value for α = .05 is 1.83. (Use qt() to 
verify.) The calculated value exceeds this value, so the decision is to reject H0.

TABLE 11-2	 Data for the Weight-Loss Example
Person Weight Before Program Weight After One Month Difference

1 198 194 4

2 201 203 -2

3 210 200 10

4 185 183 2

5 204 200 4

6 156 153 3

7 167 166 1

8 197 197 0

9 220 215 5

10 186 184 2

Mean 2.9

Standard Deviation 3.25
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Paired Sample t-testing in R
For paired sample t-tests, it’s the same formula as for independent samples 
t-tests. As you’ll see, you add an argument. Here’s the data from Table 11-2:

before <-c(198,201,210,185,204,156,167,197,220,186)
after <- c(194,203,200,183,200,153,166,197,215,184)

And the t-test:

t.test(before,after,alternative = "greater",paired=TRUE)

That last argument, of course, specifies a paired-samples test. The default value 
for that one is FALSE.

Running that test yields

            Paired t-test

data:  before and after
t = 2.8241, df = 9, p-value = 0.009956
alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is greater  

than 0
95 percent confidence interval:
 1.017647      Inf
sample estimates:
mean of the differences
                    2.9

Because of the very low p-value, you reject the null hypothesis.

Testing Two Variances
The two-sample hypothesis testing I describe in this chapter pertains to means. 
It’s also possible to test hypotheses about variances.

In this section, I extend the one-variance manufacturing example I use in Chap-
ter 10. FarKlempt Robotics, Inc., produces a part that has to be a certain length 
with a very small variability. The company is considering two machines to pro-
duce this part, and it wants to choose the one that results in the least variability. 
FarKlempt Robotics takes a sample of parts from each machine, measures them, 
finds the variance for each sample, and performs a hypothesis test to see whether 
one machine’s variance is significantly greater than the other’s.
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The hypotheses are:

H0: σ1
2 = σ2

2

H1: σ1
2 ≠ σ2

2

As always, an α is a must-have item. As usual, I set it to .05.

When you test two variances, you don’t subtract one from the other. Instead, you 
divide one by the other to calculate the test statistic. Sir Ronald Fisher is a famous 
statistician who worked out the mathematics and the family of distributions for 
working with variances in this way. The test statistic is named in his honor. It’s 
called an F-ratio and the test is the F-test. The family of distributions for the test 
is called the F-distribution.

Without going into all the mathematics, I’ll just tell you that, once again, df is the 
parameter that distinguishes one member of the family from another. What’s dif-
ferent about this family is that two variance estimates are involved, so each mem-
ber of the family is associated with two values of df, rather than one as in the 
t-test. Another difference between the F-distribution and the others you’ve seen 
is that the F cannot have a negative value. Figure 11-7 shows two members of the 
F-distribution family.

The test statistic is

F s
s

larger 
smaller 

2

2

FIGURE 11-7: 
Two members of 
the F-distribution 

family.
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Suppose FarKlempt Robotics produces 10 parts with Machine 1 and finds a sample 
variance of .81 square inches. It produces 15 parts with Machine 2 and finds a 
sample variance of .64 square inches. Can the company reject H0?

Calculating the test statistic,

F .
.

.81
64

1 27

The df’s are 9 and 14: The variance estimate in the numerator of the F-ratio is based 
on 10 cases, and the variance estimate in the denominator is based on 15 cases.

When the df’s are 9 and 14 and it’s a two-tailed test at α = .05, the critical value of 
F is 3.21. (In a moment, I show you an R function that calculates this.) The calcu-
lated value is less than the critical value, so the decision is to not reject H0.

It makes a difference which df is in the numerator and which df is in the denomina-
tor. The F-distribution for df = 9 and df = 14 is different from the F-distribution for 
df = 14 and df = 9. For example, the critical value in the latter case is 3.80, not 3.21.

F-testing in R
R provides a function for testing hypotheses like the one in the FarKlempt Robot-
ics two-machines example. It’s called var.test(). Should it have been called 
F.test()? Well, maybe.

The important point is to not confuse this function with varTest(), which I use 
in Chapter 10 to test hypotheses about a single sample variance (with chi-square). 
That function is in the EnvStats package.

To apply var.test(), you first create the vectors that hold the data for the parts 
that machine 1 and machine 2 produce:

> var.test(m1.parts,m2.parts,ratio=1,alternative="two.sided")

Results of Hypothesis Test

--------------------------

Null Hypothesis:                 ratio of variances = 1

Alternative Hypothesis:          True ratio of variances is not equal to 1

Test Name:                       F test to compare two variances
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Estimated Parameter(s):          ratio of variances = 1.26482

Data:                            m1.parts and m2.parts

Test Statistic:                  F = 1.26482

Test Statistic Parameters:       num df   =  9

                                 denom df = 14

P-value:                         0.6690808

95% Confidence Interval:         LCL = 0.3941108

                                 UCL = 4.8037262

The low F-ratio and high p-value indicate that you cannot reject the null hypoth-
esis. (The slight discrepancy between this F-ratio and the one calculated in the 
example is due to rounding.)

F in conjunction with t
One use of the F-distribution is in conjunction with the t-test for independent 
samples. Before you do the t-test, you use F to help decide whether to assume 
equal variances or unequal variances in the samples.

In the equal variances t-test example I show you earlier, the standard deviations 
are 2.71 and 2.79. The variances are 7.34 and 7.78. The F-ratio of these variances is

F 7 78
7 34

1 06.
.

.

Each sample is based on ten observations, so df = 9 for each sample variance. An 
F-ratio of 1.06 cuts off the upper 47 percent of the F-distribution whose df are 9 
and 9, so it’s safe to use the equal variances version of the t-test for these data.

How does all this play out in the context of hypothesis testing? On rare occasions, 
H0 is a desirable outcome and you’d rather not reject it. In that case, you stack the 
deck against not rejecting by setting α at a high level so that small differences 
cause you to reject H0.

This is one of those rare occasions. It’s more desirable to use the equal variances 
t-test, which typically provides more degrees of freedom than the unequal vari-
ances t-test. Setting a high value of α (.20 is a good one) for the F-test enables you 
to be confident when you assume equal variances.
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Working with F-Distributions
Just like the other distribution-families I cover earlier (normal, t, chi-square), R 
provides functions for dealing with F-distributions: qf() gives quantile informa-
tion, df() provides the density function, pf() provides the cumulative density 
function, and rf() generates random numbers.

Note that throughout this section, I spell out “degrees of freedom” rather than 
use the abbreviation “df” as I do elsewhere. That’s to avoid confusion with the 
density function df().

That critical value I refer to earlier for a two-tailed F-test with 9 and 14 degrees 
of freedom is

> qf(.025,9,14,lower.tail = FALSE)
[1] 3.2093

It’s a two-tailed test at α = .05, so .025 is in each tail.

To watch df() and pf() in action, you create a vector for them to operate on:

F.scores <-seq(0,5,1)

With 9 and 14 degrees of freedom, the (rounded) densities for these values are

> round(df(F.scores,9,14),3)
[1] 0.000 0.645 0.164 0.039 0.011 0.004

The (rounded) cumulative densities are

> round(pf(F.scores,9,14),3)
[1] 0.000 0.518 0.882 0.968 0.990 0.996

To generate five random numbers from this member of the F-family:

> rf(5,9,14)
[1] 0.6409125 0.4015354 1.1601984 0.6552502 0.8652722

Visualizing F-Distributions
As I’ve said, visualizing distributions helps you learn them. F-distributions are no 
exception, and with density functions and ggplot2, it’s easy to plot them. My 
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objective in this section is to show you how to use ggplot2 to create a graph that 
looks like Figure 11-7, which depicts an F-distribution with 5 and 15 degrees of free-
dom and another with 10 and 20 degrees of freedom. To make the graph look like the 
figure, I have to add annotations with arrows pointing to the appropriate curves.

Begin with a vector of values for df() to do its work on:

F.values <-seq(0,5,.05)

Then create a vector of densities for an F-distribution with 5 and 15 degrees of 
freedom:

F5.15 <- df(F.values,5,15)

and another for an F-distribution with 10 and 20 degrees of freedom:

F10.20 <- df(F.values,10,20)

Now for a data frame for ggplot2:

F.frame <- data.frame(F.values,F5.15,F10.20)

This is what the first six rows of F.frame look like:

> head(F.frame)
  F.values      F5.15      F10.20
1     0.00 0.00000000 0.000000000
2     0.05 0.08868702 0.001349914
3     0.10 0.21319965 0.015046816
4     0.15 0.33376038 0.053520748
5     0.20 0.43898395 0.119815721
6     0.25 0.52538762 0.208812406

This is in wide format. As I point out earlier, ggplot() prefers long format, in 
which the data values are stacked on top of one another in one column. This is 
called melting the data and is part and parcel of the reshape2 package. (On the 
Packages tab, find the check box next to reshape2. If it’s unchecked, click on it.)

To appropriately reshape the data,

F.frame.melt <- melt(F.frame,id="F.values")

The id argument tells melt() what not to include in the stack. (F.values is the 
“identifier,” in other words.) Next, assign meaningful column names:

colnames(F.frame.melt)=c("F","deg.fr","density")
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The first six rows of the melted data frame are

> head(F.frame.melt)
     F deg.fr    density
1 0.00  F5.15 0.00000000
2 0.05  F5.15 0.08868702
3 0.10  F5.15 0.21319965
4 0.15  F5.15 0.33376038
5 0.20  F5.15 0.43898395
6 0.25  F5.15 0.52538762

To begin the visualizing, the first statement, as always, is ggplot():

ggplot(F.frame.melt,aes(x=F,y=density,group=deg.fr))

The first argument is the data frame. The first two aesthetic mappings associate F 
with the x-axis, and density with the y-axis. The third mapping forms groups 
based on the deg.fr variable.

Next, you add a geom_line:

geom_line(stat="identity",aes(linetype=deg.fr))

The stat argument tells the geom function to use the tabled data. The aesthetic 
mapping associates the linetype (“solid” and “dotted” are the default values) 
with deg.fr.

If you prefer “solid” and “dashed,” as in Figure 11-7, you have to change things 
manually:

scale_linetype_manual(values = c("solid","dashed"),  
labels = c("5,15","10,20"))

The values and labels will appear in the legend that the grammar automatically 
creates.

Here’s the code so far:

ggplot(F.frame.melt,aes(x=F,y=density,group=deg.fr)) +
  geom_line(stat="identity",aes(linetype=deg.fr))+
  scale_linetype_manual(values = c("solid","dashed"),  

labels = c("5,15","10,20"))

Figure 11-8 shows the progress.
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But the objective is to create a graph without a legend, just like Figure 11-7. You 
use guides() to manipulate the legend, and the legend is based on linetype. So 
here’s how to remove the legend:

guides(linetype=FALSE)

Finally, add a couple of annotations that show the degrees of freedom for each 
curve. The annotation for the curve with 10 and 20 degrees of freedom is

annotate(geom="text",x=1.98,y=.78,label="df=10,20")

The first argument specifies a text geom, the next two position the text geom 
within the graph (centered on the indicated coordinates), and the fourth sets what 
the annotation says.

Now for the arrow that points from the annotation to the curve. It consists of a line 
segment and an arrowhead. The line-segment part of the arrow is a segment geom. 
The arrowhead part of the arrow is the product of a function called arrow(), which is 
in the grid package. On the Packages tab, find the check box next to grid, and click it.

Another annotate() function sets the arrow:

  annotate(geom="segment",x=2.0,xend=1.15,y=0.75,yend = .6, 
arrow=arrow())

The four arguments after the geom function locate the start-point and the end-
point for the segment. The final argument plots the arrowhead.

FIGURE 11-8: 
Two members of 
the F-distribution 

family in 
ggplot2 —  

 intermediate 
graph.
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Finding the values for the start point and the end-point can involve some trial and 
error. It’s not a bad idea to plot the arrow first and then the text.

Here’s the code for everything, including the two annotate() functions for the 
other curve:

ggplot(F.frame.melt,aes(x=F,y=density,group=deg.fr)) +
  geom_line(stat="identity",aes(linetype=deg.fr))+
  scale_linetype_manual(values = c("solid","dashed"), 

labels = c("5,15","10,20")) +
  guides(linetype=FALSE) +
  annotate(geom="text",x=1.98,y=.78,label="df=10,20")+
  annotate(geom="segment",y=0.75,yend=.6, 

arrow=arrow())+
  annotate(geom="text",x=3.3,y=.28,label="df=5,15")+
  annotate(geom="segment",x = 3.35, xend=2.45,y =0.25, 

yend=.1,arrow=arrow())

And Figure 11-9 is the result.

Experiment with other values for degrees of freedom and see what the curves  
look like.

FIGURE 11-9: 
Two members of 
the F-distribution 

family in 
ggplot2 — final 

product.


